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From the Commissioner
Members shine in rainy start to the year

Commissioner
Stacey Tannos ESM
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hile the weather and large
swells in some parts of the
state kept boats on trailers rather
than on the water, for most of
our members it’s been another
busy start to the year, with 707
emergency responses during
January, down just a little on the
810 from the previous year and
well up on the 387 responded to in
2020.
Unlike last year, when many of
the signature events of the holiday
period were cancelled due to
COVID-19, this year we again had
members providing support to the
start of the Sydney to Hobart Yacht
Race, New Year’s Eve and Australia
Day, as well as out on patrol during
the busy school holiday period.
Summer departed and autumn
began with a deep trough bringing
catastrophic flooding to the North
Coast, closely followed by two East
Coast Lows bringing protracted
major flooding to the Hawkesbury
River, and less severe flooding on
many other parts of the coast. Sadly,
several members lost their homes or
suffered damage, with widespread
damage also affecting our bases.
Despite this our members shone,
supporting their communities in their
time of need, swapping the blue
waters of the ocean for the dank,
muddy waters of flooded lakes and
rivers. You can read all about their
selfless efforts in a special flood
feature later in this magazine.
To all of our members, thank you
for your extraordinary service for
what has been, yet again, a most
extraordinary summer.
The start of the new year has
seen the arrival of six new staff to
bolster our support for our members
and the boating community. I’m
sure you’ll join me in extending a
warm welcome to Zone Commander
South Mike Hammond, Zone
Commander Central Darren Schott,
Zone Commander North Mal Jeffs,
General Manager Communications

and Engagement Alison Dunsford,
Senior Manager Health Safety and
Culture Colette Pierce, and Zone
Duty Operations Manager Greater
Sydney Courtney Greenslade.
Our new starters are already
dropping into units to help
familiarise themselves with their
new roles, and to better understand
the requirements of our volunteers.
The Board and Marine Rescue
Senior Executive are delighted to
welcome them aboard, and you can
read more about them later in this
edition of Soundings.
Recruitment is well advanced
on three other positions after the
departure of Manager Capability
Chris Jacobson, the retirement of
Zone Duty Operations Manager
Illawarra Bruce Mitchell, and

“

coming months. Our new Minister
is an emergency services volunteer
herself, having joined her local
SES unit, and has a keen interest
in the welfare and support of all
emergency services volunteers.
I and the Senior Executive are
regularly meeting with Minister
Cooke and her staff, and discussing
with her the vital work of our
organisation and the importance of
securing a bright and sustainable
future for Marine Rescue. Our
former Minister, David Elliott, now
takes on the Transport portfolio.
As NSW Maritime sits within
this portfolio, Marine Rescue will
continue to work with Minister Elliott
on a number of important issues.
On behalf of Marine Rescue,
I’d like to thank Minister Elliott

To all our members, my sincere
thanks for your efforts over
the summer period to help your
local communities during this
busy period.

departure of Office Manager Steph
Bruno. Thank you to all of these staff
for your dedicated service to Marine
Rescue, and we wish you all the
very best for the future.
Following an end of year reshuffle
by the NSW Premier, the portfolios
of Police and Emergency Services
have been separated. The new
Minister for Emergency Services
and Resilience, Member for
Cootamundra, Steph Cooke, was
sworn in on 21 December.
I had the pleasure of joining Ms
Cooke at the January opening of a
$520,000 upgrade to the base at
MR Batemans Bay. This was our
new Minister’s first visit to a Marine
Rescue facility and she expressed
her admiration for the outstanding
work undertaken by our members,
as well as her intention to visit
as many units as she can in the

“

W

for his support for Marine Rescue
during his tenure as the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services.
The Minister has been a strong
advocate for Marine Rescue within
Government, and a great champion
of our volunteers and their work, and
we are immensely grateful for his
support.
As we head towards another
busy Easter boating long weekend,
I know many of you will again
be forgoing time with family and
friends to support your local boating
community. To all of you, whether
on a radio, crewing a vessel or
supporting your unit, stay safe and
thank you for your service.
Stacey Tannos ESM
Commissioner
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New Minister excited by emergency services role
Minister Cooke looking forward to a strong working relationship with Marine Rescue

M

inister for Emergency Services
and Resilience Steph Cooke
has welcomed the opportunity to
work with Marine Rescue NSW as
part of her new portfolio.
In her short time in the job
Minister Cooke has witnessed the
incredible work of Marine Rescue
members through their efforts in the
flooding disaster that has unfolded
across NSW.
Ms Cooke, the Member for
Cootamundra, said she was amazed
at the dedication of Marine Rescue
crews during the unprecedented
weather event.
“Emergency services volunteers
have shown their courage and
commitment working tirelessly
through the worst disaster parts
of the State have ever seen.” Ms
Cooke said.

“I am enormously impressed
with the dedication of Emergency
Services volunteers who brave lifethreatening weather conditions to
help those in need.”
“I’ve had initial briefings with
Commissioner Tannos and am
looking to continuing the strong and
productive relationship with Marine
Rescue and its members.”
“I’m also looking forward
travelling around the state to thank
members in person for their service,
and to better understand their
needs.”
Commissioner Tannos welcomed
the Minister’s commitment to the
emergency services and to Marine
Rescue, in particular.
He also thanked former Police
and Emergency Services Minister
David Elliott for his past support

Minister Cooke chats to MR Tuross Unit Commander Alan Blessington
at the opening of the Batemans Bay unit upgrade.
Photo: Phil Campbell.

and interest in the work of Marine
Rescue NSW and its volunteers
during his tenure.
“Our members can be assured
that their hard work, dedication

and commitment are known and
appreciated at the highest levels of
government, and I look forward to a
close and collaborative relationship
with Minister Cooke.”

End of an era for MRNSW General Manager
Training and Capability
Keeping MRNSW at the forefront of training best practice

I

t was the end of an era for Marine
Rescue NSW General Manager
Training and Capability Chris Butler
in November, as he stepped down
after a quarter of a century at the
helm of the Enterprise Registered
Training Organisation Association
(ERTOA).
ERTOA is the peak representative
body for enterprise registered
training organisations (RTOs), and
for those working within RTOs or
enterprises delivering training,
primarily to their staff.
Having volunteered his time as
President of ERTOA for the past 25
years, Chris stepped aside from
his leadership position at ERTOA’s
November Annual General Meeting.
During his tenure, Chris led
ERTOA from humble beginnings as a
community of practice to recognition

as a peak body within the Australian
Vocational Education and Training
(VET) sector.
According to Chris, it was an
honour and privilege to have
represented Marine Rescue as
President of ERTOA.
“Leading ERTOA gave me the
opportunity to be at the front
of changes and to influence
these changes on behalf of our
organisation and those represented
by the association.”
“There were many people
whose efforts contributed in the
development of this association from
a community of practice to a peak
body, all of whom volunteered their
time as we worked towards shared
goals. It was a privilege to have led
them.”
“Throughout this time I continued

Marine Rescue NSW General Manager Training and Capability,
Chris Butler.

to learn, increasing my knowledge
not only of the VET sector but also
best practice in training.”
For Marine Rescue, Chris’ role
in ERTOA has ensured that the
service has kept abreast of the
latest industry trends and changes,
enabling it to implement best

practice training and education
methodologies.
Following Chris’ departure,
Marine Rescue will remain a
member of ERTOA to ensure the
service remains at the forefront of
best practice and changes in the
sector.
SOUNDINGS | MARINE RESCUE NSW
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From the Chair
Diversity key to our future success

U

Chair
James Glissan AM ESM QC

ndeterred by the twists and
turns of the pandemic, and the
cooler and wetter weather wrought
by La Nina, the state’s boaters were
out in force over the summer, with
the January school holidays seeing
our crews dealing with over 700
requests for emergency assistance,
our second highest ever monthly
figure.
Busy as that number makes
the summer seem, the areas of
busier boating seemed to follow
no clear pattern, with some units
experiencing near record numbers
of rescues, while others nearby
wondered where the anticipated
boating boom had gone to, with few
boaters and fewer still assists.
By far the busiest day of the
summer was the Australia Day
holiday, with many taking the rare
opportunity afforded by warm
weather, slight seas and light winds
to get out on the water. Of the
many boaters out that day, fifty nine

“

and grateful thanks of the whole
Marine Rescue Board for your
efforts.
Our members are a diverse
lot. We boast one of the highest
proportions of female members of
any emergency service (just over
a quarter and growing), as well
as members from many different
cultural, religious and language
groups, LGBTQI+ members, and
volunteers ranging in age from their
teens to over ninety.
In any unit you can see people
from all walks of life learning from
each other and sharing ideas. This
diversity in our membership is part
of what makes us stronger – if we
are to best serve our communities,
it is important that we reflect the
diversity that lies within them.
It was pleasing to see us again
represented at Mardi Gras, even
if our participation and that of the
other emergency services was
muted due to the ongoing flood

Our members are a diverse lot.
We boast one of the highest
proportions of female members
of any emergency service
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“

required our assistance, and it was
gratifying to see all who required our
help brought safely home.
In late February and early March
catastrophic flooding devastated
North Coast communities, with
major flooding again affecting the
Hawkesbury and Hunter Rivers.
Despite in some cases losing
their own homes, and with their
bases affected by flooding and a
lack of telecommunications, our
members rose to the call - providing
communities from the Hawkesbury
to the North Coast with comfort and
practical support while maintaining
our core services to the boating
community. To all those members
involved, please accept the sincere

response coinciding with the parade.
On 8 March we marked with
pride the contribution of our female
volunteers, and celebrated the
increasing number of women in
leadership positions in both our
staff and volunteer cohorts. My
congratulations to all our female
leaders on your dedication and
leadership.
Just as changes to embrace the
diversity within our membership are
important, so too are recent efforts
to reach out and engage with some
of the many different communities
in New South Wales to help improve
boater safety.
Late last year a series of nine
videos, signed by volunteers Tony

Dagger and Sean Sweeney from the
MR Jervis Bay unit, were released
to the Deaf Community. This project
was a world first, and has been
enthusiastically received by the Deaf
Community who are delighted to
have resources on boating safety in
their own language.
Last year also saw the production
of a series of radio community
service announcements in several
key community languages including
Mandarin, Cantonese, Arabic and
Vietnamese.
These radio advertisements
provided essential information on
Logging On, wearing a lifejacket
and staying safe on the water.
Along with the English language
version, these radio community
service announcements have now
been played on community radio
stations across the state hundreds
of times, helping to reach vulnerable
communities with important safety
messaging.
A diverse unit, and one that
engages meaningfully with its entire
community, is a strong unit. If we
are to prosper as a service we
need to reflect the diversity within
the communities we serve and
to connect and engage with the
diversity around us. I look forward
to seeing more and more members
from different cultures, religions and
gender identities join our ranks, and
to see new initiatives to engage with
boaters beyond the white, middle
aged dad heading out for a spot of
fishing.
For all of your efforts over the
busy summer months, thank you.
And for the cooler months ahead,
stay safe.
Good sailing
Jim Glissan

Marine Rescue assets were not immune from the floods, with water inundating the MR Evans Head base

Volunteers transition from blue water to
brown as floods hit state
Members provide vital support to NSW SES flood response

N

early a year after floods
devastated coastal areas of
the state in March 2021, flooding
returned at the end of February with
record flooding on the North Coast,
and major flooding on parts of the
Hawkesbury and Hunter Rivers.
As the wettest summer in thirty
years came to a close at the end
of February, record flooding swept
down from South East Queensland
through communities across
the North Coast, with Lismore,
Murwillumbah, Mullumbimby and
Tumbulgum especially hard hit.
With communities across the north
east reeling from the effects, our
members were quick to lend a
helping hand and provide much
needed comfort and support,
despite many of our own bases
as well as members’ homes and
businesses suffering inundation and
damage.
Help from the south came in the
form of a convoy of three rescue

Fuel was in short supply in many areas, with Marine Rescue fuel trailers keeping our boats on the water and
essential service vehicles like this Essential Energy truck on the road.
SOUNDINGS | MARINE RESCUE NSW
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vessels - State Headquarters X21,
Camden Haven CH10 (crewed by
members of MR Port Macquarie)
and Nambucca NH20. With fuel
difficult to source, MR Trial Bay
provided a fuel trailer and vehicle to
keep our vessels running.
These three vessels quickly got
to work undertaking evacuation
and resupply runs on the flooded
Clarence River near Maclean,
with groceries, chickens and a
pair of Border Collies some of
the unconventional cargo carried.
Nearby, MR Iluka Yamba checked
local yachts that had broken their
moorings and helped pump out
water on a 42 foot yacht, and also
assisted with a range of other
important flood support tasks
around Maclean.
All North Coast units played
important roles in supporting their
communities. This included Marine
Rescue Evans Head assisting at the
Wardell Evacuation Centre and with
evacuation of local residents on the
flooded Evans River, with MR Wooli
members also providing help to local
residents including filling sandbags
and helping their local SES unit.
Fuel trailers from Evans Head
and Ballina were taken to Lismore
to support SES operations, while
members of MR Brunswick assisted
the local Mullumbimby SES Unit
in recovery works in the upper
Brunswick River Valley. Diesel fuel
was transported to Murwillumbah by
MR Point Danger, where it was used

“

Members of MR Wooli fill sandbags ahead of rising floodwaters.

Bay vessel BB20 provided support
in western Sydney and on the
lower reaches of the Hawkesbury
at Wisemans Ferry, where they
assisted the NSW SES in resupply
missions.
On the flooded Shoalhaven,
Shoalhaven 20 collected several
boats that had broken their
moorings, with several others
unfortunately swept out to sea in
the dangerous conditions, while
at nearby Sussex Inlet the local
unit were joined by MR Batemans

“Every member should be
justifiably proud of their
contribution, and I sincerely
thank each and every one of you
for your efforts.”

“

to keep NSW Police and Essential
Energy vehicles on the road, as
they worked to restore power and
help residents, with fuel from MR
Brunswick helping residents in the
village of Uki.
In Sydney, MR Central Coast
vessels CC12 and CC13 and Broken
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Bay, MR Kioloa and MR Ulladulla
to provide flood support as the St
Georges Basin broke its banks and
threatened to flood the town.
With several North Coast Marine
Rescue bases unable to access their
radio base or without power and
telecommunications, MR Byron Bay

Marine Rescue members help NSW SES members sort supplies for
residents ahead of a resupply mission on the Hawkesbury River at
Wisemans Ferry.

took on additional responsibilities
to ensure local boaters continued
to have access to vital marine radio
communications.
With the enormous size and
spread of the disaster, many other
Marine Rescue units in addition
to those named were involved,
either directly or indirectly providing
support, with Marine Rescue
Commissioner Stacey Tannos paying
tribute to the efforts of all involved.
“The past few years have

been amongst the most testing in
our nation’s peacetime history,”
Commissioner Tannos said.
“I am filled with pride at the way
our members have stood up to all
the challenges thrown at them over
the past few years, whether it has
been the pandemic, repeated flood
events, a tsunami and bushfire.”
“Every member should be
justifiably proud of their contribution,
and I sincerely thank each and every
one of you for your efforts.”

ON THE RADAR

Marine Rescue and NSW SES volunteers at the Maclean staging point.

Marine Rescue members at Maclean swapped rescue for resupply.

MR Port Macquarie member Alison Cameron-Brown delivering
groceries to an isolated property on the Clarence River.

MR Kioloa’s inflatable arrives at the MR Sussex Inlet base as
floodwaters rise on the St Georges Basin.

The village of Uki were the grateful recipients of a fuel delivery
courtesy of MR Brunswick.

The MR Point Danger fuel trailer played a vital role in keeping
generators and vehicles running during the flood response.
SOUNDINGS | MARINE RESCUE NSW
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New staff at their induction: On screen: Darren Schott (left), Deputy Commissioner Alex Barrell (right). Standing (left to right): Colette Pierce,
Alison Dunsford, Mal Jeffs, Mike Hammond, Deputy Commissioner Todd Andrews.

New staff to help chart fresh course for
Marine Rescue
Key stage in organisational restructure reached

A

key step in Marine Rescue
NSW’s organisational
restructure was reached on
Thursday 13 January, with five
senior staff being welcomed to the
service, and the arrival of the Zone
Duty Operations Manager Greater
Sydney in late January.
The new appointees included
the three Zone Commanders,
General Manager Communications
and Engagement, Senior Manager
Health, Safety and Culture, and Zone
Duty Operations Manager Greater
Sydney.
In welcoming the new staff,
Commissioner Tannos said they
would be playing a pivotal role in
the Service’s future direction, and
he was looking forward to working
with them to build a strong, safe and
sustainable future for Marine Rescue
and its members.
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“These appointments will be
transformational – improving our
coordination of and response to
operational call-outs, providing a
greater focus on member welfare
and safety, and giving our members
due recognition for their hard work
and achievements.”
“Over the coming months, many
of you will have the opportunity to
meet our new appointees as they go
about their duties, and as they take
the time to familiarise themselves
with our organisation, I’m sure you’ll
make them feel very welcome.”
The new appointments are:
Zone Commander South –
Mike Hammond
Mike Hammond joins Marine Rescue
from the NSW State Emergency
Service (SES), where he has been
Senior Manager Capability and

Policy for the past two years. Prior to
that Mike had a 14 year career with
NSW Maritime as Principal Manager
Operations and Compliance and
Manager Operations South.
Mike will be a familiar face to
many within the Southern Zone,
with his past responsibilities having
brought him into direct contact with
many of the Zone’s units.
A qualified commercial skipper
and self-confessed boat nut and lifelong boater, Mike brings to the role
considerable practical experience
along with extensive policy, water
management and compliance
knowledge and management
experience.
Mike’s recent experience with
the SES has also given him a strong
appreciation for, and understanding
of, emergency service volunteers,
and he is looking forward to utilising

this experience to focus on better
outcomes for the Zone’s volunteers.
Zone Commander North –
Mal Jeffs
Mal has spent the past forty years
on, in, or under the water, most
recently as the Coordinator Senior
Sergeant at the NSW Police Diving
Unit, having also served as Human
Resources and Marine Search and
Rescue Controller with Marine Area
Command.
A skilled communicator,
experienced team leader and a
dynamic and strategic leader,
Mal brings to the role four
decades of experience working
in the emergency services, 36 of
which have been in the marine
environment.
Mal is looking to utilise this
considerable experience to further

ON THE RADAR

Zone Commander Central –
Darren Schott
Darren joins Marine Rescue
after nearly four years with NSW
Maritime, where he was the
Principal Manager South, overseeing
operations and boating safety within
the region.
Prior to that Darren worked as
a Detective Chief Inspector with
NSW Police Marine Area Command,
where his key responsibilities related
to operations and major events.
Darren has a strong association
with the water, and most days you’ll
find him out paddling, surfing or
volunteering at the Maroubra SLS
club. Darren holds a boat licence
and is a NSW Police Coxswain.
Darren is looking forward to
bringing his extensive experience
to the role, and is particularly
passionate about boating safety and
finding ways to keep the community
safer on our waterways.
General Manager
Communications and
Engagement – Alison Dunsford
Alison comes to Marine Rescue with
extensive experience in marketing,
community engagement and
communications.
For the past two years Alison
has worked as Manager Digital
and Creative Services for Fire and
Rescue NSW. Prior to this role,
Alison was the Marketing Manager
for Property NSW where she focused
on strategic marketing campaigns
for The Rocks and Darling Harbour.
Alison grew up in a water loving
family and spent most of her teens
and 20s either behind a boat or at
the helm. While the water skis have
not been seen in a very long time,
she still holds a boat licence and
hopes to get out on the water more
often.
A skilled marketer and
communicator, Alison is looking
forward to gaining a deeper
understanding of Marine Rescue
NSW and meeting as many of its

members as possible. This will
enable her to identify opportunities
to raise the profile of Marine Rescue
and provide members with the
support they need to best engage
and communicate with their local
boating community and other key
stakeholders.
Senior Manager Health Safety
and Culture – Colette Pierce
Colette Pierce brings to Marine
Rescue a thorough understanding
of health, safety, injury management
and workers compensation
and experience in working with
volunteers.
Hailing from a sailing family,
Colette also brings to the role
an understanding of recreational
boating, and an affinity for the water.
Colette’s most recent role has
been as a Work Health and Safety
Specialist with Georges River
Council. Prior to that, she worked
with NSW Police as a civilian Work
Health and Safety Coordinator,
Specialist Commands - which
included Marine Area Command.
Her career highlight was working
on the NSW Police Force Security
Risk Management project for the

2007 APEC Conference in Sydney.
Colette is looking forward to
setting up a strong work, health and
safety culture within the Service.
Zone Duty Operations Manager
Greater Sydney –
Courtney Greenslade
A volunteer member of MR Point
Danger, Courtney Greenslade
joined as a crew trainee to get her
recreational boating licence – a
move that six years later has turned
into a career.

“

2 Grade 3 Marine Engine Driver
(MED 3) qualification and an AMSA
Certificate of Competency.
As a rated Marine Rescue
Coxswain, Courtney held the role
of Unit Training Officer at MR Point
Danger, a role she enjoyed so much
it led to her completing a Certificate
4 Trainer and Assessor qualification.
Courtney has also found time to add
the additional ratings of MR RWCO
and MR Radio Operator to her
achievements.
Courtney is looking forward to

Over the coming months, many
of you will have the opportunity
to meet our new appointees as
they go about their duties

Courtney enjoyed training with
her fellow volunteers so much
that it then led her on to seek
her commercial qualifications.
Starting with her Certificate 1
General Purpose Hand (GPH), she
went on to complete a Certificate
1 Grade 2 Coxswain, Certificate
2 Grade 1 Coxswain, Certificate

“

enhance the professionalism and
skills of the volunteers within the
Northern Zone.

expanding and sharing on a regular
basis her skillset within Marine
Rescue, learning new waterways
and locations, and getting to know
and working with a wider network of
dedicated Marine Rescue volunteers
in addition to those she has met as
a training subject matter expert and
at various SAREXs.

Courtney Greenslade.
SOUNDINGS | MARINE RESCUE NSW
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Joint exercise boosts Tuross bushfire
fighting capability
Two agencies working together increases the capability of both

I

n early December, volunteers from
Marine Rescue Tuross teamed up
with seven members of the Tuross
Head Rural Fire Brigade in a joint
agency exercise on Tuross Lake.
Marine Rescue Tuross Deputy
Unit Commander Harley Moss
said that the day saw a fabulous
exchange of understanding and
skill between Tuross Head’s key
emergency agencies, Marine Rescue
Tuross, and the Tuross Rural Fire
Brigade.
“The Tuross River shores are
heavily forested, and include several
islands and steep embankments.”
“It was most reassuring to find
that the RFS’s portable pump,
placed in the bow of Tuross 12,
could provide effective fire control
both from the vessel, and with
hoses, onto land which would
otherwise be inaccessible by fire
truck.”
Tuross Head Rural Fire Brigade
Captain Peter Cole said there is a
huge concern in the community
about spot fires in the Trafalgar and
Hector McWilliam bushland.
“If it’s possible to get on them
quickly enough from the water, we
might be able to knock them out at
the bottom, which is why testing our
capability through exercises such as

Members of the Tuross Head RFB practice bushfire fighting from TU12.

this is so important.”
“As much as anything, this joint

Stronger together – members of MR Tuross and Tuross Head RFB after
the exercise.
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exercise has been about establishing
interagency cooperation, such as
how our radio systems can be made
compatible.”
“Marine Rescue can get to places
on the lake we can’t. Our job is
putting out fires. Putting the two
agencies together increases the
capability of both.”
Given the small operational
platform afforded by Tuross 12, an
important part of the exercise was
establishing the minimum amount
of equipment required to do the job.
This proved to be a portable pump
to suck water from the lake, hoses
and other paraphernalia to get the
water into the pump, and a series
of hoses able to be used either to

fight a fire from the boat, or, linked
together, from the shore. With this
setup, the Rural Fire Brigade were
able to reach up to 20 metres from
the boat and with linked hoses, up
to 60 metres inland from the shore.
Deputy Unit Commander Harley
Moss said the day had been a great
success.
“Using the strengths of each
organisation will mean that should
fires again threaten our community,
we will be in a better position to
fight them.”
“The outcomes from today are
a win not just for the local Marine
Rescue and Rural Fire Brigade, but
for the whole Tuross community.”

ON THE RADAR

Marine Rescue crews help get year off
to a safe start
Members finish the year as they started – keeping boaters safe

A

fter a muted start to the
previous New Year’s Eve
celebrations thanks to the Northern
Beaches COVID-19 outbreak, the
traditional 9pm and midnight Sydney
Harbour fireworks made a welcome
return on 31 December, with Marine
Rescue NSW crews on duty from
well before sunset to help the many
spectator craft welcome in the new
year.
Six crews provided on-water
support, from MR Middle Harbour,
MR Port Jackson, MR Broken Bay,
MR Norah Head, MR Cottage Point
and MR Botany Port Hacking.
In addition to keeping spectator
craft out of the fireworks exclusion
zone, crews were kept busy helping
vessels who had broken down and
required assistance.
The first of these happened
around 6pm, with Middle Harbour
30 towing a broken down 8 metre
motor cruiser from its prime spot in
Farm Cove near Mrs Macquarie’s
Chair to the less desirable vantage
point of the White Bay Marina.
Soon after, another motor cruiser
called for assistance, having
suffered a flat battery. Attempts by
the responding Port Jackson 31 to
restart the battery failed, with the
cruiser towed to the Cammeray
Marina.
Not long before midnight, a 12
metre motor cruiser with four people
on board reported running aground
near the Bayview Park Ferry, with
Port Jackson 31 managing to take
the vessel under tow to the nearby
Cabarita Marina.
Well after midnight, long after
the fireworks had died away, calls
for help continued to come in, with
Middle Harbour 30 undertaking
the first rescue of 2022 - towing
a broken down 15 metre motor
cruiser with 14 revellers on board
from Athol Bay near Taronga Zoo to
nearby Clontarf.

Broken Bay 30 ready for New Year’s Eve duty. Skipper: Chris Guy (centre), Crew: Julie Derry (right), Jay Khan
(left) and trainee Craig Brown (far left).

The honour of the final rescue
of the night on the harbour went
to Botany Port Hacking 31, with
the 2:30am tow of a 10 metre
motor cruiser with four adults and
four children aboard to a courtesy
mooring in Rushcutters Bay, before
taking the tired passengers onwards
to the wharf at Rose Bay.
Elsewhere in the state, local
fireworks displays in coastal
communities also attracted many
on-water revellers, with a further
handful of rescues. These included
the Forster Tuncurry unit helping
a 6 metre motor cruiser and its
two passengers after it became
grounded on a sand bar just before
midnight; and the Port Stephens
unit, who assisted a 5 metre cabin
runabout that had lost engine power
and began drifting towards rocks

as it was recovering to Little Beach
around 2:30am.
Just as it had finished, the new
year arrived with Marine Rescue

volunteers demonstrating their
commitment to helping their local
boating community in their time of
need.

Midnight fireworks from Broken Bay 30.
SOUNDINGS | MARINE RESCUE NSW
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Marine Rescue help battered boats as blue
water classic returns
Rough weather sees MR crews called in to help

A

fter the cancellation of last
year’s race due to the Northern
Beaches COVID-19 outbreak, the
Rolex Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race
made a welcome return to the
sporting calendar on Boxing Day.
Watching over the hundreds of
spectator boats vying for a look at
the departing fleet, rescue vessels
from seven Marine Rescue NSW
units patrolled the exclusion line,
ensuring that spectators stayed well
clear of the fleet as they jostled for
position ahead of the starter’s gun,
and on their run to the Heads and
out to sea.
This year crews from MR Middle
Harbour, MR Port Jackson, MR
Norah Head, MR Cottage Point,
MR Hawkesbury, MR Botany Port
Hacking and MR Broken Bay gave
up their Boxing Day to help ensure a
trouble-free start to the race.
After 157 entrants attempted the
journey in 2019, a far more modest
88 boats crossed the starting line
just after 1pm to begin their long
journey to Hobart.
For most Marine Rescue units,
the departure of the last competitor
through the Heads ended their
involvement, but for some units,
their moment with the great race
was yet to come.
That night, as the fleet made its
way down the New South Wales
coast, strong winds and rough seas
battered the fleet. Waves of 3 to
4 metres, whipped up by a 30-40
knot southerly, damaged boats and
caused several crew members to
sustain minor injuries, with the new
day seeing dozens of boats limping
for the nearest safe harbour.
Several of these vessels radioed
that they required help, with nearby
Marine Rescue units tasked to assist
them to port.
On the far South Coast, MR
Bermagui assembled a crew to
escort a yacht taking on water and
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Hell’s Bells is assisted into Ulladulla Harbour by Ulladulla 30.

with damage to its rudder stock.
With the crew about to depart, the
stricken yacht radioed it was able
to make it to Eden, with the crew of
Bermagui 30 stood down.
Not long after, Ulladulla 30,
crewed by Unit Commander
David Hall and Greg King, David
Catton, Noel Ralph and Jan
Pryde, was called to assist 10.1
metre Jeanneau Sun Fast 3200
yacht Hell’s Bells after it reported
problems with its motor and
generator in rough conditions
approximately 20 nautical miles
south east of Ulladulla, near Brush
Island.
Ulladulla 30 quickly located the
yacht, towing it to the safety of
Ulladulla Harbour, where it joined
two other competitors who had
already made their own way safely
back to the harbour.
Meanwhile, competitor Denali,
a 10.9 metre TP52, sustained
a cracked hull while navigating
rough seas 30 nautical miles off
the Shoalhaven coast, and despite
makeshift repairs to slow the ingress
of water, was forced retire from
the race and seek shelter at Port

Kembla.
A few days later, Denali decided
to return to Sydney, and was
escorted up the coast by Port
Kembla 30, and was met off
Botany Bay by Middle Harbour
30, who along with a NSW Police
Marine Area Command vessel,
accompanied it back into the
harbour.
Once again, Marine Rescue
members showed their ability

to work professionally and
collaboratively with other
organisations including the
Cruising Yacht Club of Australia,
NSW Maritime and NSW Police
Marine Area Command to ensure
the safety of competitors and
spectators alike. A special thanks
to the radio operators at the State
Communications Centre, who did
their usual outstanding job keeping
everyone informed.

Middle Harbour 30 crew member Hugh Gyton looks on as Denali is
escorted to Sydney Harbour.

ON THE RADAR

Marine Rescue Board welcomes
newest member
Skilled volunteer adds fresh blood to Board

A

t the November Annual General
Meeting of the Marine Rescue
NSW Board, only one change
occurred in the Board’s make-up,
with Mid North Coast Regional
Director John Lynch stepping down
after ten years of distinguished
service.
Taking Mr Lynch’s place on the
Board was Ray Mazurek, who was

“

(Ray) Mazurek joined the then Royal
Volunteer Coastal Patrol in 2004.
As a marine engineer, Mr
Mazurek worked on a range of small
ships for the Australian Army, before
moving on to civilian employment
where he was employed by several
large air conditioning companies.
With the decline of the domestic air
conditioning industry, Mr Mazurek

Mr Mazurek brings considerable
experience to the role of Director

“

elected unopposed.
A member of MR Forster
Tuncurry, and former member of the
MR Crowdy Harrington unit, Roman

went on to run a successful heavy
haulage and earthmoving business
until his retirement.
Mr Mazurek brings considerable

experience to the role of Director,
notably his small ships military
experience, 17 years as a Marine
Rescue volunteer, and personal
experience as a boat owner.
As a MRNSW volunteer, Mr
Mazurek has served in roles as
diverse as Divisional Commander,
Watch Officer and Coxswain, giving
him a broad understanding of the
needs of members, and he still
heads out regularly to help boaters
in need.
In the role of Director, Mr Mazurek
is committed to the future growth
and progression of Marine Rescue,
ensuring a sustainable and bright
future for the service and its
members.
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Merimbula 20 undergoing its sea trials. Photo: Yamba Welding and Engineering.

New rescue vessel bolsters Merimbula’s
boating safety
Minister welcomes the delivery of last rescue boat for 2021

M

inister for Emergency Services
Steph Cooke has welcomed
the delivery of Merimbula 20, a
$329,000 rescue vessel based on
the far South Coast at Merimbula.
Ms Cooke said that Merimbula
20 was the latest of 38 rescue
boats funded through the NSW
Government’s record $37.6 million
investment.
“The NSW Government is
supporting the life-saving work of
Marine Rescue NSW volunteers by
ensuring they have the resources
and equipment needed for their
vital work to protect and assist our
community.”
“This wonderful new rescue
vessel is a great asset not only for
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the Merimbula unit’s volunteers, but
also to the boaters who regularly
enjoy this beautiful section of our
State’s coastline.”
“A 6.8 metre split console Naiad,
with twin 140 HP Suzuki engines
and a top speed of 37 knots,
Merimbula 20 has the power and
reliability to ensure that when every
minute counts, Marine Rescue
volunteers can be on the scene
of an emergency as quickly as
possible.”
“This new vessel complements
an additional rescue vessel recently
delivered to Eden, which was put
to good use over the very busy
summer period.”
Marine Rescue Commissioner

Stacey Tannos thanked the NSW
Government and the boating
community for their generous
financial support for Marine Rescue.
“With this support we are able
to deliver our volunteers modern,
safe and reliable boats like this
one, purpose-built to meet local
operating conditions both on
Merimbula’s lake and up to 15
nautical miles out to sea,” Mr
Tannos said.
“Merimbula 20 is easily hitched
to a trailer, allowing it to be towed
to wherever it is required in an
emergency, giving our members
more flexibility than ever.”
Built in NSW by Yamba Welding
and Engineering, Merimbula 20

features the latest search and
rescue technology, and with greater
manoeuvrability and endurance,
rescue crews will be able to search
for longer.
Unit Commander Sonia Teston
said Merimbula 20 has faster
acceleration, greater range and
smoother passage to greatly
enhance its crew’s ability to
respond to emergencies on the
water.
“This new boat is more robust
than our previous boat and has
greater endurance, which means we
can operate more safely for longer
periods and in a wider range of
weather and sea conditions on local
lakes and offshore.”

ON THE RADAR

Start of a new era for MR Eden
New boat heralds expanded rescue services for the far South Coast

T

he arrival of rescue boat X30
at MR Eden has heralded a
welcome expansion of rescue
services on the State’s far South
Coast.
Formerly based at Point Danger
on the NSW North Coast as Point
Danger 30, X30 underwent an
extensive $69,000 refit ahead of
its deployment to the other end of
the state at Eden, where it has now
commenced operations ahead of
the delivery of a new purpose-built
vessel for the Eden unit later this
year.
Commissioner Stacey Tannos
said that the boat is one of 38 new
rescue vessels funded from the
$37.6 million the State Government
has invested in Marine Rescue
NSW over four years to ensure
the Service’s volunteers have the
equipment and facilities they need
for their vital work to save lives on

the water.
“Marine Rescue will continue to
work closely with the NSW Police
Force Marine Area Command, which
operates the large ocean-going
launch, Falcon, from Eden.”
“This new resource means that
together the two agencies can
provide an even higher level of
service to their local community,”
he said.
“Enhancing our local emergency
response capability is great news
for the large number of local and
visiting boaters here on the far
South Coast, who will now have the
added reassurance of knowing that
our volunteers and this vessel stand
ready to assist them should they run
into trouble.”
During 2020-21, MR Eden radio
operators managed almost 5,500
radio calls, initiating more than 40
rescue missions, including three

Mayday calls and more than 20
other operations in response to lifeendangering emergencies.
They Logged On about 1,600
boats with more than 11,000 people
on board, keeping watch for their
safe return to shore and launching
searches if they were overdue and
uncontactable.
MR Eden Unit Commander Stuart
Manson said the expansion of the
unit’s services was an exciting new
development for its volunteers.
“Our volunteers have long
provided a first-class marine radio
service, monitoring the airwaves
for distress calls from boaters in
trouble, not only on our coastline
but also across Bass Strait thanks to
the upgraded radio technology and
infrastructure Marine Rescue has
installed in recent years,” he said.
“This is a great milestone for
our unit and the Eden community.

On a grey evening, X30 arrives in
the Port of Eden to commence
its service to the community.
Photo: Fay Cousins.

Already, the new vessel is proving its
worth, and we are all excited for the
delivery of our purpose-built rescue
vessel later this year.”

Volunteering the winner as Bermagui misses
out on top gong
Special commendation for Marine Rescue NSW

O

n 2 December, MR Bermagui
Unit Commander Caron Parfitt,
Deputy Unit Commander Stephen
Knight and Member Services
Manager Adrian Adam attended the
final of the 2021 NSW Volunteer of
the Year Awards, run by the NSW
Centre for Volunteering.
Earlier this year, following a
nomination by a member of the
Bermagui community, the Bermagui
unit won the South Coast Volunteer
Team of the Year Award.
The finals brought together the
finalists from across the state to
Norths at Cammeray for the gala
presentation of the 2021 awards.
Despite missing out on the top
gong, Unit Commander Caron Parfitt
said she was immensely proud of

her unit’s members.
“The regional award was a
wonderful recognition of the hard
work and dedication that our
members do each and every day of
the year.”
“Awards are special, but they
don’t change what we do, and we’ll
keep on doing what we do best,
looking after the boating community
of Bermagui and the South Coast.”
At the event, Marine Rescue
NSW Member Services Manager
Adrian Adam received a Special
Commendation recognising the
important work undertaken by all
of the services’ 3,200 volunteer
members.
Mr Adam said, “This award is just
recognition for the hard work our

Unit Commander Caron Parfitt, Deputy Unit Commander Stephen
Knight and MRNSW Member Services Manager Adrian Adam with the
award. Photo: NSW Centre for Volunteering.

members do in training, undertaking
rescues, taking calls in our radio
bases and helping to keep the
boating community safe.”

“I’m proud of the efforts of all
our members and the significant
contribution they make to their local
communities.”
SOUNDINGS | MARINE RESCUE NSW
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Australia Day honour for Merimbula’s
William (Bill) Blakeman
Emergency Services Medal recognises dedicated service

T

his year’s Australia Day honours
recognised the long and
meritorious service of Merimbula
volunteer, William (Bill) Blakeman.
Mr Blakeman’s working and
volunteer careers have been
steeped in maritime activities.
He began his working life with
the British Merchant Navy and
eventually retired from the NSW
Maritime Services Board in 2007.
At the same time, he served as a
volunteer member of the Australian
Volunteer Coast Guard in Sydney.
Upon his retirement, he moved
south and joined the Royal Volunteer
Coastal Patrol at Merimbula, taking
up the role of Training Officer and
Training Support Officer, roles
which he continues to perform for
Marine Rescue. To comply with the
requirements of these roles, he
successfully obtained a Certificate IV
Trainer and Assessor.
Mr Blakeman holds Marine
Rescue NSW’s highest qualifications,
Marine Rescue Master and Watch
Officer, meaning he can train and
assess his fellow volunteers working
for all qualifications attainable in
the organisation. As the Training
Officer, he has been staunch in his
commitment to the professional
development of members in
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operational activities and emergency
search and rescue response. He
draws on his extensive experience
and knowledge to efficiently elevate
volunteers to the appropriate trained
standards, in the process helping
many volunteers to build the skills
and knowledge needed to progress
through the ranks.
In March 2015, Mr Blakeman was
awarded the Marine Rescue NSW
Commissioner’s Commendation for
Courage for an operation undertaken
in October 2011. He was the skipper
of the rescue vessel with a crew
of two volunteers, who risked their
lives to save two men and their
floundering vessel. The stricken
vessel was stranded metres from
rocks in winds gusting to 30 knots in
3 metre seas. Mr Blakeman skilfully
manoeuvred the rescue vessel close
enough to pass a tow rope to the
foundering vessel and quickly pull it
away from immediate danger by the
stern, before a second line could be
secured to the bow. The two vessels
returned safely to Merimbula under
worsening conditions.
In 2014, Mr Blakeman was
unanimously elected to the position
of Unit Commander of Marine
Rescue Merimbula, and elected
unopposed for another two terms.

“

primary response vessel. In 2020
he steered a project to replace
the vessel’s floating pontoon and
renovate its jetty to accommodate
both vessels.
As Unit Commander, Mr
Blakeman worked closely with
the unit executive to develop and
implement detailed business
and financial plans to guide and
grow the unit as an efficient and
effective rescue service. The unit
has remained financially buoyant
under his administration, ensuring
it remained well placed during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
In early 2020, the far South
Coast experienced its worst ever
bushfire season. Mr Blakeman
worked tirelessly in the local
Emergency Operations Centre
representing Marine Rescue NSW,
helping to coordinate our members
to monitor NSW Rural Fire Service
radios overnight and undertake
countless jobs in the four evacuation
centres located at Merimbula, Tura
Beach and Bega. His work in the
Emergency Operations Centre only
ceased when he was forced to
evacuate his family home, which
was threatened by the advancing
bushfires.
Mr Blakeman has had a profound

Mr Blakeman holds Marine
Rescue NSW’s highest
qualifications, Marine Rescue
Master and Watch Officer
celebrations to acknowledge his
outstanding work as a volunteer in
the region.
He has displayed foresight and
vision for the future, campaigning
and fundraising to purchase a
secondary rescue vessel capable
of reaching local waterways
inaccessible by the unit’s large

“

Bill Blakeman. Photo: Sonia Teston.

In the role he demonstrated
strong leadership and people
skills, a commitment to supporting
volunteers, the ability to set goals
and manage multiple tasks, while
also dealing with local government,
community groups and the public.
During his tenure as leader, the unit
experienced significant growth in
membership growth and retention,
with a high degree of volunteer
satisfaction and commitment.
His foresight and initiative has
ensured the exponential growth
of the Merimbula unit’s profile
within the visiting and local boating
community. He has adopted a multipronged approach to promote the
unit, using multi-media, flyers, local
radio and newspapers, open days,
barbecues, raffles and presentations
to local community groups. The
unit’s raised profile has resulted in
numerous enquiries from locals to
join or financially support the unit.
In 2019, Mr Blakeman was
awarded the Bega Valley Shire
Community Service Medallion
in recognition of his skills and
dedication as both an emergency
services trainer and Unit
Commander. The Medallion was
presented as part of the Bega
Valley’s National Volunteers’ Week

effect on all those he has inspired,
influenced and saved, working over
and above normal employment
duties. His skill, commitment and
outstanding contribution have
benefited not only Marine Rescue
and the volunteer members in
Merimbula but also the wider
boating community as a whole.
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Sudden water changes from the tsunami were visible at The Spit Bridge from Port Jackson 20. The photo on the left shows a rushing outgoing
flow, the one on the right slack water. The images were taken just two minutes apart. Photo: David Mills.

Tongan volcano makes waves in Australia
Unusual currents reported by volunteers

T

he eruption of the Hunga Tonga
Hunga Ha’apai volcano in Tonga
in mid-January resulted in a rare
series of tsunami warnings for parts
of eastern Australia including a land
inundation warning for Lord Howe
Island, and marine threat warning
for the entire NSW coast.
The eruption and tsunami
happened during one of the busiest
times on the boating calendar, in
the middle of the January school
holidays. Fortunately poor weather
and an unrelated hazardous surf

“

stay home.
Those boaters already in deep
water were asked to stay at sea,
while those in harbours, estuaries
and shallow water were asked to
return to shore, with radio operators
at the State Communications Centre
regularly broadcasting Bureau of
Meteorology warnings over VHF
radio, with Marine Rescue social
channels also posting information.
Unusual currents and sea level
changes were reported in numerous
locations, with the Bureau of

MR Port Jackson volunteers
observed a very strong ebb
current that changed within
minutes to a dead calm.
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“

warning helped minimise the
number of boaters on the water, with
most boaters heeding warnings to

Meteorology reporting tsunami
waves of 0.82 metres on the Gold
Coast, 0.77 metres at Twofold Bay

in southern NSW and 0.65 metres
at Port Kembla, these effects being
visible in local tide gauges.
On patrol at The Spit Bridge on
Sydney Harbour, MR Port Jackson
volunteers observed a very strong
ebb current that changed within
minutes to a dead calm. Similar
unusual fluctuations were observed
near their base at Birkenhead Point
and showed that even thousands of
kilometres away from the eruption,
its effects could be clearly seen.
Fortunately, despite the unusual
currents, there were no reports of
damage.
On Lord Howe Island, fears of the
tsunami flooding coastal land proved
unfounded, with the tide gauge
there only recording relatively small
fluctuations in sea level.
While responsibility for tsunami
rests with the New South Wales
State Emergency Service (NSW
SES), Marine Rescue plays an
important role as part of the State

Tsunami Plan.
Under the plan, the NSW SES
may request other agencies
including Marine Rescue to
redistribute their warnings, and
to request Marine Rescue to
broadcast warnings to boaters on
the NSW marine radio network,
with the Australian Maritime Safety
Authority disseminating warnings to
commercial shipping in Australian
and international waters.
Once the tsunami has arrived,
depending upon the impacts, Marine
Rescue may be tasked to assist
with search and rescue operations
from the ocean and on coastal
waterways.
Tsunami might be a rare
occurrence in Australia, but the
impacts of a large earthquake or
volcanic eruption along the Pacific
Ring of Fire can be significant, with
Marine Rescue volunteers at the
ready to assist should a significant
impact ever be experienced.

ON THE RADAR

Twenty years of service remembered
Service stalwart reflects on two decades as volunteer and staff member

O

n the auspicious date of 2/2/22,
one the late Richie Benaud
would have very much approved
of, Marine Rescue NSW’s longest
serving staff member John Murray
celebrated twenty years of service.
In early 2002, John was often to
be found out in his 5.5 metre fishing
boat, so when members of the
local Volunteer Rescue Association
Woolgoolga Marine Unit asked him
to join, he decided it was a good way
to contribute to his local community.
John quickly rose through the ranks,
gathering qualifications as he went,
and at the time of the unit becoming
part of Marine Rescue in 2010, had
risen to the rank of Unit Commander.
For John, his key achievement
from that time was masterminding
the move by the unit to its current
location on the Arrawarra Headland,
and the acquisition of the unit’s
current rescue vessel.

Around the same time, John
took on the paid role of Regional
Training Manager Mid North Coast
and Northern Rivers, where he
enjoyed the opportunity to share and
expand his knowledge. In 2012 he
applied for and secured the position
of Regional Operations Manager for
the Mid North Coast, moving to the
North Coast role in late 2016.
Reflecting on his role as a
Regional Operations Manager, John
said the best thing was problem
solving issues and the satisfaction of
coming up with a solution.
“I really enjoy the interaction
with the other emergency services,
doing risk assessments on jobs, and
working out together the best way to
approach a job so it minimises the
risk to our volunteers and to those
we are seeking to assist.”
“I also really enjoy sharing my
knowledge and experience and

helping our members to realise their
potential.”
John also reflected on the many
calls for assistance he’d seen over
the years, and the satisfaction
gained from helping those in need.
“One of the most memorable was
when we went to the rescue of a
large luxury cruiser that had been
badly damaged after the elderly
couple on board tried to cross the
Yamba bar in rough conditions.”
“The skipper suffered a fractured
skull and his wife a fractured hip,
and they were in serious trouble.
With two police officers on board,
we took Woolgoolga 30 out to the
damaged cruiser, and in heaving
seas managed to get them on board,
before escorting the stricken vessel
under police control down the coast
towards Coffs Harbour where our
Coffs unit took over for the last leg
back to port.”

John Murray.

“Throughout that experience
everyone worked together like a
well-oiled machine, using their
training and experience to ensure
the elderly couple made it back
to shore and essential medical
treatment.”
“That’s what it’s all about really –
helping people in need on the water,
while bringing out the best in other
people.”

Rotary Emergency Services Community
Awards open
Nominate a Marine Rescue volunteer today!

T

he 2022 Rotary Emergency
Services Community Awards
have opened, with members of the
public and Marine Rescue NSW
members invited to nominate worthy
recipients for the award.
The awards are held each year
to acknowledge and celebrate the
community service of members of
the emergency services. The awards
are open to volunteer and career
personnel from Marine Rescue
NSW, Fire and Rescue NSW, NSW
Ambulance Service, Rural Fire
Service, State Emergency Service,
Surf Lifesaving NSW, and Volunteer
Rescue Association.
Marine Rescue volunteers can
be nominated for the awards by
any member of the organisation or

community. Nominations opened
on 25 March, with the winners to
be announced at a gala dinner on
Saturday 13 August 2022.
Four members of each service
will be selected as finalists, with
a winner named for each agency.
Nominees will be judged on three
criteria: community service over
and above the call of normal
duties exemplifying Rotary’s motto
of “Service above self’, personal
attributes, and their contribution to
their organisation.
Last year’s Marine Rescue winner
was Alex Fenwick from MR Port
Jackson.
Commissioner Stacey Tannos
said the awards were a way to show
recognition of the organisation’s

Recognise the efforts of a volunteer you know by nominating them for
an award. Photo courtesy of NSW Government House.

quiet, and not so quiet, achievers.
“Our organisation is built on the
dedicated service of thousands of
men and women giving up their time
for their local community.”
“These awards are an opportunity
to recognise their commitment

and selflessness and I strongly
encourage everyone to take the time
to nominate someone for an award.”
More information and
nominations can be made online at:
www.nsw.rescawards.org.au
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Minister Cooke opens Batemans Bay upgrade
Minister enjoys South Coast hospitality on first unit visit

Minister Cooke meets MR Batemans Bay members. Photo: Phil Campbell.

O

n 24 January, newly appointed
Emergency Services and
Resilience Minister Steph Cooke
made her inaugural visit to a Marine
Rescue NSW facility, as she opened
a $520,000 upgrade to the unit’s
base.
On her visit, Ms Cooke was
accompanied by former local
member for the seat of Bega
Andrew Constance, Marine Rescue
Commissioner Stacey Tannos and
Deputy Commissioner Alex Barrell.
Ms Cooke said Marine Rescue
Batemans Bay volunteers played
a vital role in protecting their local
boating community and it was

“

Marine Rescue Batemans Bay
volunteers to train more effectively
and to be on the water faster in
an emergency, helping keep local
boaters even safer,” she said.
“Providing the volunteers with
the most up-to-date facility for
their operations is a major advance
not only for them but also for
the region’s booming boating
population.”
The renovations to the unit’s
base have greatly expanded the
garage, with volunteers now able
to have their secondary rescue
vessel, Batemans Bay 21, hitched
up to their vehicle and ready to

Marine Rescue Commissioner
Stacey Tannos said that as one
of the largest and busiest Marine
Rescue units on the state’s South
Coast, the improved facilities would
also provide welcome additional
meeting and training space for the
unit’s 91 strong membership.
“Training is the unseen foundation
of every rescue mission. The addition
of a dedicated training area will
enable Batemans Bay members to
practice many of the skills they need
for their vital work in saving lives on

the water.”
“I’d like to thank Minister Cooke
and the NSW Government for their
ongoing support in helping our
volunteers have the facilities they
need to keep local boaters safer.”
Marine Rescue Batemans Bay
Unit Commander Michael Syrek
said the upgrade was a tremendous
development for the unit’s members.
“The renewed facilities will not
only enable improved training and
emergency response, members
with a disability will have improved
access to meeting and operational
areas with the addition of a lift.” he
said.
“We are extraordinarily proud to
provide such an important safety
service to our community and it is
fantastic to have the facilities we
need.”
During her visit, Minister Cooke
enjoyed chatting with the members
over lunch, and getting a better
understanding of the variety of roles
and tasks performed by the unit’s
membership.
Two highlights of the visit were a
run on the bay aboard Batemans Bay
30, providing Minister Cooke with
first-hand experience of the unit’s
primary rescue vessel, and a visit to
the radio room to see the important
behind the scenes work undertaken
by the unit’s radio officers.

We are extraordinarily proud to
provide such an important
safety service to our community
and it is fantastic to have the
facilities we need

“

pleasing to open the upgraded unit
headquarters to better support their
life-saving operations.
“This upgraded facility will help
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deploy, whether into the bay in front
of the base, or via road to one of
the region’s many other coastal
waterways.

Minister Cooke, Commissioner Stacey Tannos and MR Batemans Bay
Unit Commander Michael Syrek at the unveiling of the plaque officially
opening the building upgrade. Photo: Phil Campbell.
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Glenda Ashby with, (L to R), Member for Tweed Geoff Provest, then Minister for Police and Emergency Services David Elliott,
Marine Rescue NSW Commissioner Stacey Tannos.

End of an era as Point Danger Commander
steps down
Time of gratitude and reflection on a job well done

T

he first of December was a day
of change for MR Point Danger,
as outgoing Unit Commander
Glenda Ashby stood down from the

“

While she might have hung up
the Commander’s stripes, Glenda
continues to support the Point
Danger unit as Recruitment Officer.

A big thank you from our
membership to Glenda for her
support and dedication through
a time of significant change and
growth for our unit.
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“

role she had held for the past eight
years, and successor Keith Smith
took the reins.

During her tenure, Glenda
oversaw a great deal of change,
nurturing and strengthening the unit

to where it is today.
Among her many achievements
were two new vessels, Point Danger
20 in 2014 and Point Danger 31
in late 2021, site renovations that
delivered improved administration
offices and refurbishments to the
unit’s shop, the upgrading of the
boat shed in 2019 to provide better
office and training facilities, and
the acquisition of a mobile fuel tank
making it easier and safer to refuel
the unit’s boats.
Glenda also oversaw the
installation and commissioning
of the Tweed River camera and
monitoring system in 2019 and
more recently, the relocation of

the radio room, souvenir shop
and administration offices from
the Lighthouse to the Duranbah
Rescue Base in readiness for the
Lighthouse’s renovations.
Throughout the pandemic Glenda
provided strong leadership, working
through the complications of living
in a border community with its
difficulties of accessing our radio
base and the problem of members
living on both sides of the border.
A big thank you from our
membership to Glenda for her
support and dedication through
a time of significant change and
growth for our unit.
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Evans Head in New Year’s Eve emergency
Early morning rescue finishes another year of helping boaters

E

vans Head members received an
unexpected early morning call
on New Year’s Eve, with MR Ballina
Radio operator Richard Weber
receiving a PAN PAN call, with a PAN
PAN being an international radio
distress signal. Richard responded,
sending a message to the Evans
Head duty crew.
Greg Blackburn at Evans Head
was just opening up when he
heard the call, and with Richard,
coordinated the response from crew
members Kira Hartland, Ken Exley
and Brad Burgess.
Lone sailor Nick had only owned
Satin Rose for about six months, and
had plans to sail it to New Zealand.
He had bought the boat, which had
been lying in the river at Ballina,
and gave it a “good check over”.
Paper work in order, and Australian
registration formalities completed,
he needed to make Coffs Harbour to

clear customs.
With a South East wind, the plan
was to cross the Ballina bar, and
motor east far enough to tack to
make Coffs Harbour.
He was well east of Ballina in the
very early hours of New Year’s Eve
when the engine failed and diesel
flooded the bilge.
Sailing as high as the 34’ Citation
would point, he soon realised he
would not make Coffs, so east of
Yamba he turned to run for Ballina.
On a broad reach north he was
running out of sea room.
Off Broadwater beach, with
the stench of diesel making him
extremely sea sick he did the
prudent thing and called in a
PAN PAN.
With the position they were
given not making sense to the crew
on Evans Head 31, Ken located
Satin Rose on AIS. Skipper Kira

Ken Exley, Brad Burgess at Satin Rose with Nick, the owner of
Satin Rose, safely back in Evans Head.

Hartland headed north to pick up the
distressed vessel.
Nick was exhausted and, with
difficulty, the crew were able to hook
up a towline and bring the yacht
clear of the lee shore.

As the sun was rising on the last
day of 2021, Satin Rose was safely
towed into Evans Head for repairs
and to eventually continue her
journey.
Bill Bates

Iluka Yamba members play key role in
local flood response
Flood response leads to unexpected positives

L

ike many other Marine Rescue
units in Northern NSW, Marine
Rescue Iluka Yamba found itself
short of available members, with
local road closures limiting access to
the unit for many. Despite this, the
unit was able to play an important
role in the flood response.
Our members skippered and
crewed a variety of NSW SES flood
boats as well as vessels from other
Marine Rescue NSW units (namely
MR Nambucca’s NH20 and MR
Camden Haven’s CH10) as well as
our own IY20.
Operating out of Yamba and the
NSW SES Operations Centre at
Maclean, MR Iluka Yamba members
worked alongside members of the
NSW SES, Fire and Rescue NSW,

NSW Ambulance and the Army
Reserve. Our members also crewed
a 6 metre punt generously loaned
and skippered by local business,
Yamba Welding and Engineering.
Our unit members worked on
a variety of tasks, ranging from
loading and unloading vessels,
through to delivering people,
medicines and stores to isolated
communities and properties, as well
as ferrying Fire and Rescue NSW
Swift Water Rescue personnel to
search flooded homes.
Clearly this was a tragic natural
disaster, but for MR Iluka Yamba
there were a number of positives.
Unit members gained a great deal
of satisfaction from supporting
the local community, invaluable

Members of Marine Rescue Iluka Yamba and other Marine Rescue units
helping NSW SES members at Maclean.

operational experience was gained,
and ties with other emergency
services and local organisations

were strengthened.
Peter Richards
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Busy start to the year for Ballina members
Playdough helps educate future boaters

S

ummer as the peak of the
boating season had many
members in our local community
out and about on the water. With
COVID-19 restrictions coming back
into effect, our unit found a variety
of ways to continue to serve the
community and support our local
boaters.
Leadership is important to
charter uncertainties and changing
conditions. Geoff Shephard
has settled into the role of Unit
Commander. Ken Delany has
stepped up to support Geoff in
the Deputy Unit Commander role.
Both Geoff and Ken have taken the
challenge with energy, dedication
and, most importantly, good humour.
Our unit is definitely in good hands
as we look forward to 2022.
In November 2021, a floating
dock was constructed and installed
so that both our vessels are ready
for action in the local boating
harbour. The dock is designed
for Ballina 20 to be ready for
deployment as required. If you are
interested in seeing the construction
and installation, check out the video
on our Facebook page.
This quick deployment was
useful just before Christmas when
Ballina 20 was deployed to assist a
Jet Ski with mechanical problems.
The rider, their passenger and the
Jet Ski were stranded on the north
wall of the Richmond River near the
Marine Rescue Ballina base. Our
volunteer crew responded to the call
employing their training to secure
the Jet Ski and tow it back to the
local sailing club boat ramp. It was
also a timely reminder that Marine
Rescue NSW supports all forms of
water vessels.
In December 2021, our vessel
Ballina 30 and its crew participated
in a weekend-long search for a
swimmer missing in the surf at
Lennox Head. A range of Marine
Rescue units from the Northern
Rivers were involved alongside NSW
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Ballina 20 and Ballina 30 lie ready for action. Photo: Geoff Hutchinson.

Police and the Westpac Rescue
Helicopter. Marine Rescue Ballina
volunteers both on the vessel and
at the radio base logged over 80
person hours and about 300 litres of
fuel. Check out the Marine Rescue
Ballina Facebook page for a video of
the crew and their activities.
Some community activities were
undertaken within the COVID-19
restrictions. Our Breakfasts @
the Beach recommenced and
the sausage sizzle at the Ballina
Bunnings was also back in action.
Our volunteers have showed their
talents not only on the radio and
on the water, but also with tongs in
hand over a hot barbeque.
Sharon Clarke, one of our radio
operators, ran an information
session for our future boating
community at the local Ballina
library. The session rounded out
with playdough boat building and
a competition to see how far each
doughy vessel went.
The revamped bar webcam
through Maritime NSW proved very
useful for our community in early
January 2022. It was of most use
with the tsunami hitting the Tonga
islands as the consequences were

In December this Jet Ski rider was rescued from the bar, with crew
member Bill Ewen holding the towrope. Photo: Geoff Hutchinson.

felt in the Northern Rivers as well.
With the higher tides and stronger
currents, our boating community

heeded warnings and were
responsible in their actions.
Kath Begley

A small runabout cautiously approaches the incoming surf on the Wooli bar in January. Photo: Richard Taffs.

Seth puts dampener on holiday boating
Wooli’s woolly weather reduces boater numbers
ropical Cyclone Seth, plus a slow
moving tropical low north of
New Zealand, restricted boating for
the holiday period in the Northern
Rivers, with regular Bureau of
Meteorology warnings for strong to
gale force winds and hazardous surf
keeping boaters at home rather than
out on the water.
Throughout the wild weather,
Marine Rescue Wooli radio operators
maintained a watch on the Wooli
bar, as it is always possible that
someone, with little regard for their
own and rescuers’ safety, will give
it a go; with our advice of “Would
you take your kids out?”, normally
receiving the answer “No”, to which
we’d reply, “Is your mate’s life any
less valuable?”
The effects of Tropical Cyclone
Seth were a reminder that New
South Wales is not immune to

the direct and indirect effects of
cyclones, and their substantial
impacts on boating through
extreme winds, intense rainfall,
storm surges and the secondary
effects of flooding and coastal
erosion. These conditions can result
in ship groundings, interruption
to community services, property
damage, loss of life, disruption to
aquatic ecosystems and enhanced
erosional processes in coastal areas
as well as economic and societal
impacts.
On average, eleven tropical
cyclones occur each year within the
Australian region, with four of these
events typically making landfall.
Although the majority make landfall
over Queensland, the Northern
Territory or Western Australia,
some have impacted New South
Wales, with the last Tropical Cyclone

Oswald in January 2013.
Records show periods of
enhanced and reduced tropical
cyclone activity for NSW, with a
defined hiatus after approximately
1980. However, a return to
enhanced tropical cyclone activity

“

the Queensland border, with the
transition from the Tasman Sea to
the warm waters of the Coral Sea
just to Wooli’s south, at latitude
30°S.
At MR Wooli, we’ll continue to
closely monitor the weather and

Marine Rescue Wooli radio
operators maintained a
watch on the Wooli bar, as it is
always possible that someone
will give it a go;
could occur again in the future if the
right Pacific conditions align.
The Northern Rivers is likely to
be most affected by any tropical
cyclone that comes south of

“

T

ensure boaters are kept up to date
on local conditions so they can
make smart and informed decisions
about when to head out.
Richard Taffs
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The beached cruiser south of Red Rock headland. Photo: Graham Taylor.

Unusual summer for Coffs volunteers
Crew praised for work in dramatic midnight rescue

I

t has been an unusual summer,
with lots of rainy days and turbid
water, floods and a tsunami. Boating
has been pretty much as usual on
the good days, with ten or eleven
incidents a month. The Tongan
tsunami raised our high tides by
about half a metre for about a week
causing quite severe currents and

“

in the water, a solo sailor and his
dog (twice) being assisted back
into Coffs Harbour and two large
vessels being handled by skippers
new to their vessels who both
had fuel problems transiting from
Queensland in rough conditions.
The first, a 20 metre sail mono
that had been idle for a considerable

just before midnight, it was hit by
a very heavy rain and wind squall
and the tow line snapped leaving
the cruiser wallowing in very
rough conditions

“

rips to develop all along our coast
and inshore reefs, making boating
and fishing a bit problematic, let
alone swimming on unpatrolled
beaches.
Our incidents have included a
few searches for missing people
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time succumbed to fuel problems
just north of Coffs Harbour while
motoring south in a very choppy
sea. Coffs 30 was responded and
the tow back into Coffs Harbour
completed after having the tow line
abraded and broken.

The second was a flybridge
cruiser out of fuel who requested
assistance at 4pm on Friday 11
February from a position 21.4
nautical miles north east of Coffs
Harbour in rapidly deteriorating
weather.
On account of the size of the
distressed vessel (about 30 tonnes)
and the distance from port, NSW
Police Marine Area Command
launch WP 26 was tasked for the
recovery. On arrival at the scene it
was clear the cruiser had taken on a
lot of water in the rough conditions
but the tow was commenced
with the cruiser’s stern very low
in the water. At 9:37pm Coffs 30
was requested to stand by in the
harbour entrance to assist WP 26
to manoeuvre the cruiser onto a
courtesy mooring.
As the operation rounded
Muttonbird Island just before
midnight, it was hit by a very heavy
rain and wind squall and the tow
line snapped leaving the cruiser

wallowing in very rough conditions
that were aggravated by the
backwash from the island. Under
these conditions it was unsafe, and
probably impossible, for Coffs 30
or WP26 to pick up the tow and the
Police issued the order for the two
person crew to abandon ship. Coffs
30 was manoeuvred as close as
was safe to the stern of the cruiser
and the crew stepped into the water
one at a time to be retrieved by the
crew of Coffs 30 using the life ring
and attached line. Although wet,
cold and in shock, both crew were
OK and immediately transported to
a waiting ambulance at the Coffs
Harbour marina.
The abandoned vessel remained
on the right side of the waves
and by Saturday morning was off
Arrawarra and finished up on the
beach south of Red Rock.
The skipper of WP 26
complimented our crew on Coffs 30
for their excellent work throughout a
very difficult night at sea.
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Slow holiday period for Camden
Haven members
Poor weather keeps boats on trailers, not water

M

arine Rescue Camden Haven
unit had a disrupted time over
the Christmas holiday period with
wet and windy weather playing
havoc with the plans of the many
visitors to our area.
The large number of visitors also
brought in an unwanted jump in
COVID-19 cases, with several of
our members having the virus or
being close contacts, requiring them
to go into isolation until tested and
cleared.
With big seas and strong winds,
no vessels were able to go out to
sea, leaving most of the visiting
larger vessels on their trailers,
although several of the smaller craft
ventured out onto our lakes and
river to try and enjoy their visit to
our area.
Despite this, our members did
a great job attending to their shifts

to keep the radio base operational
and there were several incidents
that required the use of our smaller
rescue vessel Camden Haven 10.
On 3 January, Camden Haven
10 attended a reported overturned
vessel in Lake Innis with several
people in the water. On arrival it was
found a nearby private vessel had
rescued the people and we were
stood down.
Later in January we had a couple
of tow backs from the river to our
local ramps, before on 22 January
assisting a person on Queens Lake
suffering a medical issue, with
Camden Haven 30 attending along
with NSW Ambulance and the local
Police.
Over summer, all our members
did a great job in handling their roles
both in the radio room as well as on
the water.

Radio Operator, Fundraising Officer and Uniform Officer Marie
Roberts. Photo: Ken Rutledge.

Summer has also seen the arrival
of a number of new members,
and we are looking forward to
getting back to normal training and

operational duties to keep them
interested.
Ken Rutledge

Quiet summer for Trial Bay volunteers
Multi-agency rescue stands out in slow summer

I

t’s been a relatively quiet summer
at Marine Rescue Trial Bay, with
the poor weather and frequent
Hazardous Surf Warnings reducing
the number of local and holidaying
boaters on our waterways.
One significant incident occurred
on 1 February, with a mid-afternoon
call to radio operator Robyn O’Brien
to rescue a person stuck on an
island near Trial Bay Goal.
Two rescue craft were
despatched, Trial Bay 30 with crew
Pete Holyfield, Ian Turner and Geoff
Greenwood aboard, and Rescue
Water Craft Trial Bay 11, driven by
Ian Creswick.
The trip out across the Macleay
River bar on a late outgoing tide
was quite challenging. On arrival at
the scene, an assessment quickly

showed that reaching the location
where the person was marooned
was impossible for our Rescue
Water Craft, with the only access by
a narrow gutter separating the rocky
shoreline from the island.
With safe access to the stranded
person not possible from the water,
the Westpac Lifesaver Rescue
Helicopter was called in to assist,
and within 15 minutes had extracted
them and delivered them safely to
waiting paramedics, as Trial Bay 30
and Trial Bay 11 stood by.
In February our volunteers were
kept busy helping at the finish line of
the Coastline Credit Union Trial Bay
Triathlon, which boasted over 500
competitors.
Ian Turner

Ross Larsen, Ian Turner, Chris Parkinson and Julie Parkinson helping out
at the triathlon finish line. Photo: Loraine Rider.
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Regional Unit Commanders gathered at Marine Rescue Forster Tuncurry to farewell retiring Regional Director John Lynch.

Busy summer for Forster Tuncurry members
Team effort key to a successful unit

T

he popular coastal towns of
Forster and Tuncurry have
experienced one of their busiest
festive seasons on record. During
the only five fine days between
Boxing Day and New Year’s Day,
our boating crew undertook 17
rescues returning 49 people to
safety, with our dedicated radio crew
also kept busy with 244 Log Ons,
indirectly overseeing the safety of
the 540 persons on board. During
this period, our unit was given the
dubious honour of the ‘busiest on
the Mid North Coast’.
We could not achieve our
mission of saving lives on the water
without the behind the scenes
crew who work tirelessly raising
funds, managing finances, working
with stakeholders, maintaining our
valuable radio club membership
and recruiting and training new
members.
Building good relationships with
local regulatory bodies such as
council, Crown Lands and agencies
such as NSW Maritime, helps us
work together to achieve the best
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outcomes.
At Marine Rescue Forster
Tuncurry we are fortunate to have a
strong team of fundraisers who not
only bring in valuable income, but
help to raise our profile in this small
but busy waterways’ community.
Late last year we were
approached by one of the local clubs
with an offer too good to refuse - to
assist in running their twice weekly
cash housie games. This has
provided a welcome boost to our
funds for just a few hours a week of
our dedicated fundraisers’ time.
Our community barbeques
continue to be popular with locals
and visitors alike, and our monthly
markets attract customers from far
and wide.
Two popular stalls at the markets
are run by our ‘Breakwall Belles’,
a small but industrious group of
women who work behind the scenes
creating designer handcrafts to sell
at the markets; with the snow cone
machine offering cool relief to kids
of all ages in the summer holidays.
A most welcome Christmas

present was a $35,000 state
government grant to allow us to
purchase a much needed new unit
vehicle capable of towing both boat
trailers and our popular BBQ van.
This report would not be complete
without mention of a farewell held
on 1 December at our base to
honour the service of John Lynch as
Regional Director, and to welcome
Ray Mazurek as the incoming
Regional Director. Ray is the third
member from MR Forster Tuncurry

to hold this position, an achievement
of which we are proud.
There is something for everyone
in being a Marine Rescue member.
Being a part of a successful
Marine Rescue unit is taking pride
in whatever role you play, while
working together and presenting a
professional face to the public we
serve. Well done to all our volunteers
who make this happen on and off
the water.
Frances Breen

‘Breakwall Belles’ Lynn Lambert, Lorraine James and Ivy Peel.
Photo: Diane Hallam.
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Plenty of summer action at MR Port Macquarie
Fundraising makes welcome return

I

t has been another busy summer
for the members of Marine Rescue
Port Macquarie, with plenty of
holidaymakers returning to our
beautiful waterways despite the
weather and sea conditions not
being the best.
Christmas saw us give Santa a
lift up the Hastings River and all
of the canals for one last check
in before Christmas Day. It was a
great evening and terrific to see
the excitement on the faces of the
children as we cruised by with Santa
waving from the rear deck.
Two of the more interesting
rescues occurred in early January,
with the crew of Port Macquarie 30
called out in the dead of night in
rough conditions to rescue a 50 foot
yacht that had run into difficulties,
with the crew not returning to base
until one o’clock in the morning.
This was followed by a call to rescue
a 14 foot tinny at sea with engine
problems.
Both of these rescues, just two
of the many completed over the
summer, were done with the usual
professionalism so characteristic of
our radio operators and boat crews
– well done to everyone.
With the easing of COVID-19
restrictions, fundraising returned in
earnest and included the Hastings

“

Santa waves to the crowds aboard Port Macquarie 21.

of prizes and the generous support
of over 60 sponsors including
major sponsors KFC and the Port
Macquarie Golf Club. Over $14,000
was raised – a great effort by all
involved.
In early January, Unit Commander
Greg Davies had the honour of
taking the salute at Lady Nelson
Wharf at the opening of competition
for the annual Port Macquarie

It was a great evening and
terrific to see the excitement on
the faces of the children as we
cruised by with Santa waving

“

Summer Waves Markets, a caravan
raffle at Settlement City, Saturday
meat trays at the Settlers Inn and
Tacking Point Tavern, Bunnings
sausage sizzle, and our annual golf
day.
Our annual golf day, held at the
Port Macquarie Golf Club in midFebruary, had 206 players, heaps

With over 40 years of experience, Barrenjoey
Marine Electrics offers state wide technical support
for all electrical and electronic systems onboard.
Marine Electronics
Thermal Imaging

Communication Systems
Hydraulics

DEFENCE - COMMERCIAL - MARINE RESCUE - RECREATIONAL

Get in to uc h to day

Golden Lure Game Fishing
Competition, in front of the 64
competing vessels.
While the summer holiday crowds
have departed, the Easter rush is
still to come, before we can finally
think of hopefully quieter times over
winter.
Greg Davies
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Captain Australia gets a lift across the Manning on Crowdy Harrington 20.

Big Australia Day for Crowdy Harrington
Unit Commander honoured by Citizen of the Year Award

I

t was a big Australia Day for the
Marine Rescue Crowdy Harrington
unit, with Unit Commander Cheryl
Rowe the deserving recipient of
the local Citizen of the Year Award,
which was awarded in the presence
of former Deputy Prime Minister
Mark Vaile and Member for Port
Macquarie Leslie Williams.

“

airwaves at the radio base, our boat
crew were on standby if required,
and a group of members were in
nearby Taree fundraising – truly a
busy day for our small unit!
In January, MR Crowdy Harrington
members came face to face with
a real live superhero - Captain
Australia!

Captain Australia is walking
2,500km from Brisbane to
Melbourne to raise money for
The Kids’ Cancer Project
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“

Unit member Rob Matthews was
one of several citizens to receive the
Group of the Year Award for their
work in helping to maintain the local
river walk.
While this was happening, unit
members were busy monitoring the

Captain Australia is cancer
survivor Simon Harvey, who is
walking 2,500km from Brisbane
to Melbourne to raise money for
independent children’s charity The
Kids’ Cancer Project which supports
childhood cancer research.

Unit Commander Cheryl Rowe receiving her award.

Unfortunately Captain Australia’s
superpowers didn’t extend to
leaping across rivers in a single
bound, so our MR Crowdy

Harrington members were only too
pleased to give him a lift across the
Manning on Crowdy Harrington 20
so he could continue his walk.
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Nambucca RWCs prove their worth
Patrol rescues child from dangerous current

The Nambucca bar on an uncharacteristically calm day. The Nambucca base is centre top of the picture and circled in blue.

he Marine Rescue Nambucca
unit started its Christmas patrols
as usual in late December. Most
of our patrols occur during holiday
periods, covering the beaches within
the Nambucca Bar area not covered
by Surf Lifesaving NSW. While these
beaches are very popular with
holiday makers, they can be very
dangerous, with the larger outgoing
tides generating currents of more
than 8 knots.
On their second day out on patrol
one of our Rescue Water Craft
(RWC) operators rescued a young
girl who was literally going down
for the third time. Her parents were
unaware of their daughter’s difficulty
in the water due to the tides, and
luckily the Nambucca RWC operator
saw what was happening and got to
her in time, showing the benefit of

our RWCs.
When the MR Nambucca unit
is on full call out capability, boats
can be retrieved or dealt with in a
timely manner, but with swimmers,
there is not the luxury of time as
emergencies can happen extremely
quickly meaning our RWC operators
need to be proactive not reactive.
MR Nambucca is proud to
welcome new member Liz Ellis,
who is joining us from Armidale.
She might have come from a place
a long way from the ocean, but
in a previous time gained a lot of
experience in North Queensland
waters. We wish Liz a warm
welcome to the unit.
Our unit has been grateful to our
Zone Duty Operations Manager and
the State Headquarters Fleet team
for loaning a Marine Rescue tow

wagon. It has been very useful in
getting our RWC to Port Macquarie
for servicing and getting urgent
repairs to Nambucca 20’s trailer
without members having to use their
own vehicles. It has also been used
to get members to Woolgoolga for

“

getting in as much training as
possible as soon as possible, in
particular more sea time. We are
also looking forward to again starting
training with the MR Coffs Harbour,
Woolgoolga and Trial Bay units.
In closing, congratulations to

One of our RWC operators
rescued a young girl who was
going down for the third time.
Her parents were unaware of
their daughter’s difficulty
boat and Jet Ski licence courses.
Hopefully our unit will soon be able
to obtain our own tow wagon.
Our unit is looking forward to

“

T

David Morris on achieving his Ten
Year Service Pin and Theo Ceapa on
obtaining his Five Year Service Pin.
Gary Nichols
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Quiet summer for Lemon Tree Passage
Members provide ‘ray’ of hope in Christmas good deed

Unit Commander Marine Rescue Lemon Tree Passage Steve Vautier receives a cheque from the CEO of
Club Lemon Tree Steve Laffan. Also pictured, Greg Fletcher, David Begeni and Brad Fuller.
Photo: Ellie Watts. Port Stephens Examiner.

head of an expected busy
summer boating season, Marine
Rescue Lemon Tree Passage Unit
Commander Steve Vautier hit the
regional media, imploring local
and visiting boaters to be prepared
before heading to the popular
holiday boating destination.
And while the boaters might have
been keen to get out, the weather
had other ideas, with plenty of rain,
strong winds and mild temperatures
reducing boater numbers.

Despite the inclement weather,
there were enough call outs to keep
members busy, of which the most
unusual occurred on Christmas Day.
Early that afternoon our crew were
returning to Lemon Tree Passage
with a boat in tow when they
identified a navigational hazard in
the water near Soldiers Point. Upon
investigation they found a crab trap
containing a turtle and a stingray.
Unable to free them, they returned
to the base and called Irukandji

Crew member Steve Grimmond assisting Girl Guide canoeists.
Photo: Elisabeth Burton.
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Shark and Ray Encounters of Anna
Bay who quickly attended and
removed them from the trap.
The stingray was released
from the trap without incident, but
sadly the turtle was deceased,
with samples taken for use by the

“

Arriving at Bull Island, Lemon
Tree Passage 30 found six young
canoeists and their canoes
stranded on the island due to the
strong wind gusts.
University of Newcastle. Due to
the ‘wide mouth’ nature of these
traps, turtles can easily enter and
become trapped. Because of this,
it was mandated in 2015 that the
entrance of crab traps used in Port
Stephens must not be wider 32cm,
reducing the potential for turtles to
enter them. Fisheries Officers have
seized far too many abandoned crab
traps, which continue to ‘ghost fish’
after use.

“

A

An unusual group rescue
happened on the first Sunday in
February. A report was received
of three canoes stranded on Bull
Island in Port Stephens by another
member of the canoeist group who
had made it back to Lemon Tree
Passage.
Arriving at Bull Island, Lemon
Tree Passage 30 found six young
canoeists and their canoes stranded
on the island due to strong wind
gusts. The six paddlers and their
canoes were loaded onto Lemon
Tree Passage 30 and taken to
Taylors Beach where they were
off-loaded. The canoeist who had
made it to Lemon Tree Passage was
then picked up and conveyed back
to Taylors Beach and reunited with
their friends.
As a volunteer organisation,
Marine Rescue relies on fundraising,
grants, donations and sponsorship,
with the Lemon Tree Passage unit
being fortunate enough to recently
receive two grants to support our
life-saving work.
Just in time for Christmas a
$5,000 grant was received from
Club Lemon Tree, with CEO Gordon

Laffan presenting the cheque to
Unit Commander Steve Vautier to
put towards our operating costs,
including servicing and fuel for our
rescue vessel. Prior to that in early
November, local Federal MP Meryl
Swanson presented a cheque for
$8,500 representing a Stronger
Communities Round 6 grant, that
will be used to purchase solar
panels for our base.
Mick Chubb
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Ron and some of his unit members after the award of his Life Membership. L to R - Stuart Lawson, Ian Morrow, Helen Carter, Rick Nevile,
Ron Calman, Graham Silcock, Lyn Van Homrigh, Dianne Hammond. Photo: Phil Campbell.

High praise for Newcastle Unit Commander
Life membership fitting recognition for decades of dedicated service.

M

arine Rescue Newcastle Unit
Commander, Ron Calman, has
been invested as a Life Member of
Marine Rescue NSW.
A lot of readers will know Ron
personally or will have seen him
around the Newcastle Cruising Yacht
Club and surrounds.
Ron was awarded the rare
honour of Life Membership at the
Marine Rescue NSW Annual General
Meeting on Saturday 20 November
last year.
Following are comments made
by the Chairman of our Board,
James Glissan, AM, ESM, QC as he
read from part of the nomination
forwarded for this award that
sum up the wonderful spirit and
character Ron demonstrates.
“Ron Calman ESM, OAM, of the
Marine Rescue Newcastle unit,
has been involved in water safety
for nearly fifty years, playing a
significant role in setting up the
Swansea Australian Volunteer
Coastal Group (AVCG), becoming the

first flotilla commander of the Royal
Volunteer Coastal Patrol (RVCP) in
the mid 70’s, and remaining there
through its amalgamation into
Marine Rescue NSW.”
“In 2012, Ron was asked to
transfer to Marine Rescue Newcastle
where he assumed responsibility for
all governance, management, and
overview of administration.”
“As a member of Marine Rescue
NSW, Ron has been instrumental
in training and assessing across
all boat related competency levels
in Newcastle, Lake Macquarie and
further afield, and has played a
significant role in promoting boating
safety in the community.”
“Ron continues to be available to
be called in at a moment’s notice
and has notched up thousands
of hours of marine rescues in all
kinds of weather, conditions, and
situations.”
“Ron was awarded the Medal of
the Order of Australia (OAM) in the
2007 Queen’s Birthday Honours

Ron being presented with his Life Membership by Marine Rescue
NSW Commissioner Stacey Tannos ESM (left) and Marine Rescue NSW
Chairman James Glissan AM ESM QC (right). Photo: Phil Campbell.

for his service to the community
through the RVCP, and the
Emergency Services Medal (ESM) in
the 2020 Queen’s Birthday Honours
for his many years of distinguished
service to emergency service
organisations.”
“In addition to these two
awards, Ron was also awarded the
Commendation for Brave Conduct,

NSW Police Commissioner’s
Commendation for Courage and
Bronze Medal from the Royal
Humane Society for an incident that
occurred in Swansea Channel in
1984.”
Congratulations Ron, your award
brings great credit on yourself and
the Marine Rescue Newcastle unit.
Lyn Van Homrigh
SOUNDINGS | MARINE RESCUE NSW
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The Inner Light of Port Stephens
Sesquicentenary of local boating icon

S

urviving the dangers of both
inner and outer coastal waters is
often determined by human action
on the land. In furious weather
conditions such as an East Coast
Low, Mother Nature causes mariners
to seek safe passage, to see a light,
a life line.
The coastal entrance to the idyllic
region of Port Stephens, NSW, is
a living testament to what was
known back in the 1800’s as the
‘Shipwreck Coast’. For example
two of the beautiful beaches hidden
just south of Tomaree headland
are named Wreck Beach and
Zenith Beach because of maritime
tragedies. In 1872 the sailing
ship Zenith, looking for inside
safe waters, was wrecked when it
miscalculated its turning between
the headlands of Tomaree and
Yacaaba. It was destroyed on Zenith
beach.
In that same year, because of
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many marine tragedies both inside
the bay and off the coastline, plus
a somewhat “eternity of three and
half decades” of petitioning from
businesses in the area, the NSW
Colonial Secretary finally directed
that navigational aids be installed
in the waterways of Port Stephens.
Most significant of all was the
establishment of an Inner Light at
Nelson Head.
The Government Gazette of 1872
declared that “From the 1st of
April 1872, a Harbour Light will be
exhibited on Nelson Head, visible to
a distance of 8 to 10 miles in clear
weather…to be a guide for vessels
coming to Nelson Bay at night.“
On that day in 1872, a kerosene
lamp was first lit at the site. The
lamp, which stood on a wooden
tripod with the white light burning
on top, was massive news to the
shipping industry. “One small
step for man, one giant leap for

“

light is near.”
The Unit Commander of MR Port
Stephens Ben van der Wijngaart
said “The 150th anniversary of the
lighting of the Inner Light at Port
Stephens may seem a small thing,
but only to those who don’t know
the history and development of the
Port. The ‘Wreck Coast’ was aptly
named and feared in days when
safe coastal transport was essential
to commerce and development. The
Inner Light’s directional guiding light
system was also unique in Australia
at a time when only simple lights
warned of rocks nearby.”
“While the automated lead light
on Corrie Island and other lights
in the Port have now taken over
the role of the Inner Light, at the
Marine Rescue Base at Nelson Head
we continue to carry on the long
tradition of providing safe transit for
sailors. Maintaining a 24/7 radio
watch and rescue service continues
the role of William Glover and his
successors in helping to make Port
Stephens a safe destination for the
contemporary commerce of tourism
and recreational fishing.”
“We are proud of that tradition
and have kept the ‘light’ of our
forebears burning around the clock,
365 days a year for 40 years, firstly

The coastal entrance to the
idyllic region of Port Stephens,
NSW, is a living testament to
what was known back in the
1800’s as the ‘Shipwreck Coast’
everyone. My daughter Candace
and I both say the Inner Light project
was the catalyst for the growth
of Nelson Bay. It meant jobs for
fishermen, oystermen as well as a
safer maritime passage out of the
heads for the transport of timber
and products of the region.” The old
Glover family motto is “Arise, the

“

William Glover, the first keeper of the light room. Photo: supplied by
Evelyn Visser of the Glover family.

mankind”, while this was a century
earlier, in a maritime sense, it meant
exactly that.
About a year later, a wooden
octagonal light room was built to
house the lamp. Then in 1875 the
lighthouse keeper’s cottage was
built and a year after that a masonry
octagonal light room was attached
to the house, replacing the wooden
light room.
It operated with four lights visible
through apertures in the walls. Two
shone white to guide vessels in
Nelson Bay proper to indicate you
made it safely across the shoals.
Two shone red to indicate you were
off course.
The living relations of the first
light room keeper, William Glover,
have a library of information and
pictures about this marvellous
maritime history. Evelyn Visser is the
great great granddaughter of William
Glover. I visited Evelyn and her
daughter Candace in their home in
Port Stephens and they reminisced
about their family’s incredible
history.
“Our family research shows a
petition by the Australian Agricultural
Company in which they strongly
felt that a safe passage in and out
of the bay was needed. But so did

as the Royal Volunteer Coastal Patrol
and for the last 10 years as Marine
Rescue Port Stephens. We take
that tradition and history seriously
and look forward to celebrating
the lighting of the first light on this
Headland 150 years ago, on 1 April
this year”.
Steve Barrett
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Lake Macquarie fundraising makes
welcome return
Social media milestone as unit page passes 10,000 likes

A

fter a long absence due to
the COVID-19 pandemic,
fundraising returned on Australia
Day, with Marine Rescue Lake
Macquarie holding a BBQ and raffle
on the foreshore near the unit’s
Pelican base.
The area is a popular one for
families, and the perfect weather
with warm sunshine and a cooling
breeze ensured plenty of people.
MR Lake Macquarie support team
members, assisted by some of the
unit’s radio and boating stream
members and a sprinkling of new
trainees, were on site early to set up
marquees and tables, get the barbie
going and lay out the raffle prizes of
an ‘Aqua Lily Pad’ donated by local
business Nautical Life and a new
boat and trailer.
By 11am the foreshore was
packed, with a steady trade of
sausages and raffle tickets. By day’s
end over $2,000 had been raised,
with the unit very appreciative for
the support of the local community.
Recently, MR Lake Macquarie
passed the milestone of 10,000
Facebook page likes.
“This is fantastic news for our
unit, our volunteers, and for Marine
Rescue NSW”, said MR Lake
Macquarie Public Relations Officer,
Garry Luxton.
After joining the MR Lake
Macquarie Unit in 2018, Garry
quickly became the Media and
Public Relations Officer with plans
to promote the unit’s best assets, its
volunteers.
In 2018 the unit had 119 ‘page
Likes’ on their Facebook page, by
January 2022, it had surpassed
10,000.
Garry wanted to shine a spotlight
firmly on the MR Lake Macquarie
unit and its volunteers, on average
making one or two new posts to the
page every day.
The community loves seeing the

Getting ready to get back into fundraising are (L to R) Jordan Myers, Leanda Guy, Ian Guy, Louise Payne,
Wayne Knowles, Anne Sullivan, Jeff Christensen, Abraham Piekaar and Matt Dorhauer.

work that our volunteers do, whether
it be the team doing administration
duties, fundraising, working bees,
training, on the radios, or out on the
water.
On the Facebook posts the
community interact with the unit
by asking questions and posting
great positive comments that the
members are encouraged to read
– and the unit even has the public
sending us their own photos of unit
volunteers at work.
Garry has also raised the public
profile of the Lake Macquarie Unit
by using the mainstream media,
with the public now enjoying weekly
radio chats with Unit Commander
Malcolm Druce about anything and
everything relating to the MR Lake
Macquarie unit and its volunteers.
These conversations then flow
on throughout the day, as the
community calls the radio stations
to talk about our volunteers helping
them out on the water. The unit
also has a strong presence on local
television news with the MR Lake
Macquarie unit featuring several
times a month in news stories.
MR Lake Macquarie has also
gained a following in the print
media, often appearing on the
front pages of local magazines
and newspapers. When the stories

unfold, the unit is there to supply
the media with interviews, photos
and vision.
What happens next? With a
laugh, Garry says he wants to

chase down and pass the State
Headquarters Marine Rescue NSW
Facebook page. With this much
determination, he might just do it.
Gary Luxton
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Holiday surge on Tuggerah Lakes
despite COVID-19 fears
Sad end to search for missing person

T

he summer holiday period is
always the busiest time for our
unit, and even though COVID-19
restrictions were still in force there
was a massive influx of holidaymakers to the area.
During the holiday period
we responded to 18 incidents,
which were all either breakdowns
or groundings, with all but one
successfully resolved.
The unit was tasked to provide
support to the local New Year’s
Eve fireworks by towing the
fireworks barge into position and
ensuring other craft kept well clear.
Unfortunately, the fireworks for
Australia Day were cancelled due to
COVID-19 restrictions.
A significant incident we
participated in was the search for a
young man who disappeared from
the Magenta area, with some of his
clothing found on a local beach. A

combined search including NSW
Police, the State Emergency Service,
Surf Life Saving NSW and Volunteer
Rescue Association swung into
action. As it was thought that he
may have ended up in the lakes, our
unit was tasked with a search and
recovery mission with our crews
spending two days searching the
lakes with nothing found. To date,
sadly, there has been no further sign
of the missing young man.
Our unit continues to grow with
our membership made up of 40
operational members, 7 provisional
members, 5 trainees and 19 support
members, with 4 members on
periods of leave for differing lengths
of time.
In personnel news, our Deputy
Unit Commander Peter McCann
was presented with his Five Year
Membership Pin by Unit Commander
Bob Sutton. Peter started his

Towing the New Year’s Eve fireworks barge.

service with Marine Rescue at the
MR Lemon Tree Passage unit, and
upon moving to the Central Coast
transferred to the MR Tuggerah
Lakes unit.

Our Unit Executive also enjoyed
meeting our new Zone Commander
Darren Schott when he dropped in to
visit us on 15 February.
Bob Sutton

Central Coast bid farewell to past member
Joint unit effort in moving ceremony

T

he year commenced with a
joint operation with Marine
Rescue Hawkesbury involving the
scattering of the ashes of one of
our past members, Phil Medew.
Ten family members were joined by
five members of Central Coast unit
and the crew of Hawkesbury 30, to
spread his ashes off Twin Beaches
camp ground on Berowra Creek, one
of his favourite places in life.
Phil passed away early in 2021,
but COVID-19 restrictions prevented
the ceremony from taking place
until this year. We are very grateful
to the MR Hawkesbury unit for
providing the vessels to carry the
family members, and to make the
remembrance ceremony possible.
On 2 January a ‘PAN PAN’ call
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was received at the Terrigal Haven
base from one of the local charter
dive boats. While diving at the
resting place of the HMAS Adelaide,
a young female diver found
herself in difficulties at a depth of
approximately 20 metres of water,
and was seen to be unresponsive.
The dive master saw the incident
and immediately brought her to
the surface. Our members were
waiting at the public slipway to offer
assistance, where the diver was
assessed by the waiting paramedics,
and flown to Sydney by Westpac
air ambulance for medical and
decompression treatment.
On a happier note, our acting
Deputy Unit Commander Chris
Hartcher, supported by a number

Ocean Beach Fishing Club presenting acting Deputy Unit Commander
Chris Hartcher with a donation. Members from left to right are Phil
Brown, Penny Booth, Chris Hartcher and Bob Knowles.

of members, attended the Ocean
Beach Hotel to receive a donation
from the president of the local
fishing club. With fundraising limited

during COVID-19 restrictions, the
addition to our bank account has
kept our treasurer happy!
Mitch Giles
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TV training boost for Hawkesbury volunteers
Grant provides much needed training tool

M

arine Rescue Hawkesbury
Executive member, Ken Bate,
spends part of his time applying
for grants to assist our unit with
equipment. As a result of his efforts,
we were given some great news
as a grant was awarded to MR
Hawkesbury for some much-needed
equipment that will assist greatly.
We are pleased and thankful to
Central Coast Council for providing
a grant for a new television/monitor
which will be a great asset to our
unit as a training tool. The television
has been mounted so as to be
visible to all in our operations room,
with training videos and PowerPoint
presentations now able to be viewed
by duty crews on standby.
The grant also provided the unit
with an electrical testing device

that will ensure that all electrical
equipment on the base complies
with Australian Safety Standards.
The past few months have seen
a few celebrations, with Terry
Maitland receiving his Ten Year
Service Medal, and Mark Neller one
of four members to receive their 5
Year Service Award. It is understood
that the average tenure in volunteer
emergency services is about
three years and Marine Rescue
Hawkesbury unit are proud to have
our members’ average stay to be
in excess of eight years, with one
of our Life Members clocking up a
staggering 50 years membership.
The month of January saw the
unit busy on the water. We did 29
rescues and helped over 80 people
to safety with unit members putting

Deputy Unit Commander Peter Moore showing off the new television /
monitor. Photo Denish Sethi.

in over 1000 volunteer hours.
We are still looking for Radio
Operators. Being a Radio Operator
is an important part of keeping our
members safe on the water. It is
not a difficult job, but does need
some computer literacy to maintain

the records of what the unit vessel
crews are doing.
We undertake training every
weekend so we are ready to help,
with our mission of ‘Saving Lives on
the Water’ never far from our minds.
Ken Bate / Kym Mahoney

Busy time for Broken Bay
Members thanked for service and commitment

S

ummer at Marine Rescue Broken
Bay has seen a higher-thanaverage number of assists, and an
increase in on-water patrols with the
addition of Tuesday patrols.
COVID-19 remained a major issue
for much of the summer, with our
members operating under restricted
conditions including minimum
crewing of vessels to ensure our
members remained safe. Despite
this, we were proud to provide a
world class first responder service to
our boating community.
Despite the COVID-19 restrictions,
our members participated in some
of the bigger Sydney events such
as the Sydney to Hobart yacht race
and the New Year’s Eve Fireworks,
ensuring spectators were kept
safe by remaining outside of the
nominated exclusion zones.
Congratulations to David
Calleja, Frank Costanzo and
Richard Schonell, who over the

past four months completed
their operational assessments,
attaining their competent crew
ratings. Congratulations too, to
those members who reached
service milestones, with Tertius
Bezuidenhout and John Weaver
receiving their Five Year Service
Pins, and Gregory Robinson and
Bruce Hale on achieving their 15
Years Service Medal and pin. It was
great to have Deputy Commissioner
Alex Barrell to hand out the awards.
To departing Treasurer Terry
Walsh who left our unit in December
for the wonderful waters of Forster
Tuncurry, a heartfelt farewell. Terry
had filled the role as Treasurer for
eight years working with several
Unit Commanders during this time.
A big thank you to long-term Broken
Bay member Wayne Hardwick who
has volunteered to become our new
Treasurer. Wayne has extensive
experience with other not for profits,

Members undertake lifejacket training. Photo: Jimmy Arteaga.

and will be a great asset in the role.
Well done to our MR Broken Bay
member of the year for 2021, Julie
Derry, who was unanimously voted
as the recipient of this award due
to her strong commitment to the
unit. Julie’s reliability, availability
to undertake crew duties, and
willingness to take on multiple roles
such as Training Systems Officer,
Deputy Watch Officer and external

course facilitator for both boat
licence and LROCP courses made
her a most worthy recipient.
Finally, thank you to all the
members of MR Broken Bay and
Marine Rescue for continuing to give
your time during this difficult period,
and for your thankless dedication in
continuing to put your communities
first.
Jimmy Arteaga
SOUNDINGS | MARINE RESCUE NSW
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COVID-19 fails to dampen busy summer for
Botany Port Hacking
Big event support schedule helps keep members busy

T

he summer months have again
been very busy as shown by
December and January vessel
movements, which were up by 90%
to 385 and 26% to 463 respectively,
these numbers recording those
vessels that had Logged On with
VHF, the Marine Rescue app and
telephone calls.
The number of requests for
assistance remained high with 75
in December and 71 in January,
with notifiable incidents accounting
for approximately 38% and 33%
of calls respectively. Considering
the Level 2 COVID-19 restrictions
and the number of our members in
isolation, the efforts of our rostering
officer, John Werda to keep our
boats and radios operating were
amazing and sincerely appreciated.
As well as the many rescues of
recreational and fishing vessels
and Jet Skis, this year also saw the
welcome return of our involvement
with the Sydney to Hobart Yacht
race, the New Year’s Eve and
Australia Day celebrations, Cruising
Yacht Club of Australia Summer
Offshore Series Bass Island Race,
Port Hacking Putt Putt Regatta and
the Shark Island swim.
Each of these events requires

“

Rescue vessel X22 escorts the fleet at the Putt Putt regatta in early February. Photo: Brad Whittaker.

to complete his journey by paddle
board through shallow choppy
waters!
As part of our commitment
to maintaining a high level of
competency, on December 16 our
unit joined with the Botany Bay
Division of NSW Police Marine
Area Command in an inter-agency
exercise on Botany Bay attended

Our unit joined with the Botany
Bay Division of NSW Police
Marine Area Command in an
inter-agency exercise
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“

either direct involvement or close
monitoring by our radio base and
the assignment of vessels as and
when required. One particular
event our unit does look forward
to is delivering Santa to a couple
of hundred kids off Dolls Point,
Botany Bay. This year the weather
conditions prevented a beach
landing with a very wet Santa having

by all ten local emergency services.
After meeting at the Police facilities
for an initial briefing and networking
opportunities, access was granted
by Aviation Emergency Services
to a restricted area between the
runways where we participated in
a joint search pattern exercise. All
attendees considered the day a
valuable learning/training day with

Morning briefing and network session at the multi-agency exercise with
Noel Parkinson, Michael Brogan, Neil Tinker, Luke Henderson, Alyssa
Luongo. Photo: John Lembke.

NSW Police Marine Area Command
and our unit agreeing to undertake
these on a regular basis.
The ongoing dedication and
long service of our members is a
tribute to Marine Rescue, our unit
and the individuals, and over recent
months we have had the pleasure
of congratulating Bernie Ward on his
five years and Dianne Milton on her

30 year award.
We are also pleased to welcome
several new staff with whom
we look forward to work with.
Congratulations and a warm
welcome to Greater Sydney Area
Zone Commander Darren Schott
and Zone Duty Operations Manager,
Courtney Greenslade.
John Lembke
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New MR Sydney headquarters shines
over summer
Steep increase in incidents keeps members busy

All ready for another busy shift - Dorothy Lee (DO) in the foreground, Jonathan Wiley (trainee) to her right at station 5 and Dawn Bradner
(radio operator) in the background at station 4.

helping our members to maintain
a high standard of service to the
boating community.
Throughout the holiday period,
the SCC operated at maximum
efficiency, providing a range of
services to the boating public. Over
and above dealing with boaters, the
SCC worked with our colleagues
at other Marine Rescue units as
well as the NSW Police Marine
Area Command to ensure the
management of incidents worked
seamlessly.
The busiest periods were
predictably during weekends and
public holidays, and watches during
these periods worked tirelessly to
ensure that high levels of support
were maintained, with the SCC
continuing to be involved in the
management of incidents after
units handed over their radio
communications for the evening to

early morning period. All of this was
despite the impact of COVID-19,
which did not impact the ability of
the SCC to provide a 24/7 service.
Over the summer there were
2,780 radio and phone contacts,
with operators Logging On 2,644
vessels, an increase from the
prior year. A total of 409 incidents
were recorded, of which 202 were

“

summer, representing 21% of the
NSW total of 943 incidents; while
the number of incidents that the
SCC was involved in with other
MR Units increased by 4% on the
previous year, 43% of the NSW total.
Overall, the significant
improvements to our ability to
communicate with boaters and the
public has further improved our

Over the summer there
were 2,780 radio and phone
contacts, with operators
Logging On 2,644 vessels
initiated by the SCC.
The number of incidents
created by the SCC increased by
50% compared with the previous

“

T

hanks to the relocation of
Marine Rescue Sydney’s radio
operations to the new state-of-theart State Communications Centre
(SCC) at Belrose in mid June 2021
from the former radio base at Terrey
Hills, MR Sydney were well-prepared
for the busy summer period.
Just as the summer rush started
in early December, the then Minister
for Police and Emergency Services,
David Elliott, formally opened our
new facility. Also in attendance
were Member for Davidson
Jonathon O’Dea, Federal Member
for Mackellar Jason Falinski, and
Marine Rescue NSW Commissioner
Stacey Tannos; all of whom
were impressed by the facilities’
technology and capability.
As the summer progressed, the
benefits of the relocation and the
site’s improved technology and
layout became evident, definitely

communications, response time and
situational awareness in handling
vessels and enquiries.
Denis Comber
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Middle Harbour 30 tows a disabled yacht past some of its tall ship forebears on a sunny Australia Day. Photo: Artur Szczygiel.

‘Right in the Middle Harbour of it!’
Big day out on the water for Middle Harbour crews

M

arine Rescue Middle Harbour
vessels Middle Harbour 30 and
Middle Harbour 20 joined thousands
of other craft of all types, sizes,
colours and conditions for the big
Sydney Harbour celebration on 26
January. Talk about diversity – with
everything from tiny kayaks to
yachts big and small to supercruisers and everything else that
pretends to float.
But of course, this year was
different. It had to be with Omicron
at its peak, with masks and spacing
mandatory on all our boats.
What wasn’t expected was the
absolute crush of thousands of hulls
from Milsons Point, all the way down
the Harbour to The Heads.
It seemed as though every boat
that had been silently sitting on
its trailer or bobbing at moorings
suddenly heard there was going to
be a party and despite COVID-19
out they all came!
By comparison, Christmas, and
even the New Year’s Eve harbour
celebrations seemed relaxed.
And therein lay the problem.
With so many vessels laid up for
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months and now quickly pressed
back into service and packed to
the gunwales out to see the F35
aerobatics, 21 gun-salute, and the
evening fireworks, (all of which were
fantastic sights), something was
bound to give - and it did.
Our vessels were kept busy
patrolling the exclusion zones and
towing the boats that buckled under
pressure or lack of maintenance to
some safe place.
With enthusiasm, we waved
away giant gin-palaces trying to
cut the line, rounded up recalcitrant
tacking sailboats, and sprang to
action to assist a seemingly neverending assortment of flat batteries,
fouled anchors, dodgy fuel, no
fuel, “she-won’t-start”, and “don’t
know what’s wrong, can you take a
look?” scenarios. An opportunity for
intense, repetitive training is another
way to look at it.
A lot of the breakdowns
would have been avoidable with
maintenance or basic pre-checks
but let’s not go there...these kinds of
problems are our main occupation
on the water most days of the year,

so Australia Day is no different.
Thankfully no major emergencies,
and no boaties in extreme danger.
Just a massive thrashing diversity of
hulls and sails, celebrating families,
and us (the guardians of this largely
good-natured marine mayhem for
12 hours.)
As for our crews, we had been
concerned that COVID-19 might
deplete our ranks and restrict our
ability to assist but we were able to
muster three crews on the day.
Talking about diversity, a scan

of our crew lists for Australia Day
reveals not one Tom, Dick, or
Harry. But we did have an Altan,
a Vishal, and an Artur (without
the ‘h’.) It’s heart-warming to
watch our MR Middle Harbour unit
become more diverse with each
new intake of trainees, and entirely
appropriate that on Australia Day,
the crewperson throwing the line
to a needy boat may not even have
seen our magical waterways until
quite recently.
Howard Gipps

Cliff Neale in profile on the deck on Australia Day with many, many
boats in the background! Photo: Hugh Gyton.
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Shoalhaven radio operator plays
key rescue role
Sharp eyes and cool head prompt rescue response

T

he morning of 4 January
started normally for Watch
Officer Michaela Anderson at the
Marine Rescue Shoalhaven base on
Crookhaven Headland. A Hazardous
Surf Warning had been issued,
but despite this and a combination
of morning fog and sea haze,
there were a handful of vessels
Logged On.
As the visibility began to improve
around 7:30am, Michaela noticed a
large white object floating in heavy
swell along Seven Mile Beach, a
few kilometres away. It looked like
an upturned vessel, possibly with
people on top, so after speaking
with Zone Duty Operations Manager
Bruce Mitchell, a callout crew was
tasked to investigate.
Shoalhaven 20, skippered by
Mike Boadle with crew Paul Poulsen
and Fred Burley departed Greenwell
Point and made best possible speed
to the location of the sighting. Upon
arrival, they found an overturned
vessel and some debris, but a
search of the immediate area could
not locate any persons in the water.
At the same time a private
plane which happened to be in

“

The capsized vessel just seawards of the surf zone off Seven Mile Beach. Photo: Mike Boadle.

had been the only persons on board
when their vessel had overturned
on Crookhaven Bar in the dark at
around 4:00am. They had remained
with their vessel for some hours
while it drifted north away from
the bar, but had eventually decided
to swim for the shore. Due to the
speed of the capsize, and the heavy
seas, they were unable to retrieve or
activate the EPRIB which had been

Michaela noticed a large white
object floating in heavy swell
along Seven Mile Beach

“

the area was able to confirm that
two persons had swum to shore
and were proceeding south along
the beach to the Crookhaven River
entrance. Shoalhaven 20 carried
out a final search south along the
beach in case there were further
casualties in the water, then crossed
Crookhaven Bar inbound to locate
the persons.
Around 9:00am, the two
male crew were taken on board
Shoalhaven 20 and assessed.
Thankfully they confirmed that they

on board their vessel.
The two males were returned
to Greenwell Point wharf for
assessment by NSW Ambulance
personnel and also spoke to local
Police about the incident.
Later in the morning Shoalhaven
20, with assistance from an
RMS vessel, was able to tow the
overturned vessel back to Greenwell
Point. The vessel was very heavily
damaged, with most of the
superstructure sheared off.
Mike Boadle ESM

The damaged vessel had most of the superstructure sheared off.
Photo: Mike Boadle.
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Port Kembla honour long standing member
Life Membership recognises nearly three decades of service

L

ong serving member of the
Marine Rescue Port Kembla
unit, John Aldridge, has received
the unit’s highest honour, Life
Membership.
John’s involvement with Marine
Rescue goes back to 1993 when
aged 62 he joined the then
Australian Volunteer Coast Guard
(AVCG) Port Kembla as a radio
operator after his retirement.
During his time with the Coast
Guard he filled senior administrative
and training positions from Flotilla
Commander to Deputy Squadron
Commodore, eventually finishing
as NSW State Training Commodore
from 2005 to 2011.
When AVCG Port Kembla became
Marine Rescue in 2011 he took

on the role of Training Systems
Officer/Locum Training Officer until
the eventual appointment of full
time members to these positions
in 2018.
Over the years his service to
the local community has been
recognised with the receipt of the
Centenary Medal in 2000 and the
International Year of the Volunteer
Medal in 2001.
For his 15 years plus service
within AVCG/MRNSW he has been
awarded the National Medal and,
in 2008, the Emergency Services
Medal.
Deeply valued by the MR Port
Kembla unit for his unstinting
service over many years, John
recently finished a four year period

as Unit Administration Officer, and
is now taking some well-deserved
time to put his feet up.
Recently Port Kembla 31 paid a
visit to the newly opened Shell Cove
Marina where Unit Commander
and vessel skipper Kevin Bradley
along with Coxswain Carmen Walker
and crew members Todd Ulin and
Chris Hines meet with the MR
Shellharbour duty crew and Zone
Duty Operations Manager Bruce
Mitchell.
Unit Commander Kevin Bradley
said the new marina is a world class
facility, operated by a professional
management team and will be even
better once the vessel maintenance
yard opens.
“It truly is something recreational

Life Member John Aldridge.

boaters have long needed in the
Illawarra,” he said.
Roslyn Smith

Spotlight on fundraising for Jervis Bay
Australia Day spectacle raises cash and awareness

The fundraising team. Photo: Leona Curran.

S

ummer is an eventful time
for Marine Rescue units, and
emphasises the reliance placed
on internal fundraising efforts to
maintain both on-water and radio
base rescue capabilities.
A significant fundraising event
at Marine Rescue Jervis Bay is
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the annual ‘Duck Derby’, held on
Australia Day. The Duck Derby is
well known to both Jervis Bay locals
and tourists who attend in large
numbers to watch their purchased
rubber ducks race down Moona
Moona creek for a chance of
winning $500 cash.

The 2022 Duck Derby benefited
from the success of MR Jervis
Bay’s Fundraising Team in securing
a grant from the National Australia
Day Council. This grant enabled the
event to be undertaken in a COVID19-safe manner, while assisting
the economic recovery of local
businesses who have suffered as a
result of the pandemic.
This year, MR Jervis Bay were
joined by the local Gadhungal
Murring Aboriginal Community,
who staged a spectacular opening
ceremony including an official
welcome, storytelling, smoking
ceremony, and corroboree.
The Community also provided
cultural workshops throughout the
day including native bush tucker,
children’s dancing, and boomerang
decorating and throwing. Local
craft and food stalls in attendance
combined to ensure that the 2022
Duck Derby was a fun family day
out. Congratulations to all involved

in this significant fundraising effort
which was also a major public
relations event for MR Jervis Bay.
While fundraising is the lifeblood
of a Marine Rescue unit, our core
purpose remains as first responders
to on-water emergencies, of which a
significant example occurred in the
early evening of 28 January, after a
request was received for assistance
to search for an overdue vessel with
two people on board.
Rescue Vessel Jervis Bay 20
was promptly tasked to search for
the missing vessel, with the search
rapidly escalating into a multiagency air, land and sea search
under the control of Marine Area
Command – NSW Police Force.
The on-water search team located
the overturned vessel later that
evening. A shore-based search team
discovered one survivor and sadly
one deceased in the early hours of
the following morning.
A. Smith
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Busy Australia Day stands out in quiet summer
Sussex volunteers ‘pride of the fleet’

M

arine Rescue Sussex Inlet, like
most Marine Rescue units,
expected to get pounded with
requests for assistance over the
peak summer season. Accordingly,
we stepped up our preparations
with patrols by both our main
rescue vessel Sussex Inlet 20
and our two Rescue Water Craft
(RWCs) and extended our radio
room’s operational hours and added
extra members to assist with the
expected influx of calls.
Over a few days things did get
busy on our waterways, however,
the many cooler cloudy days and
the ever-present COVID-19 threat
led to the anticipated pounding
being manageable.
On Australia Day we escorted a
parade by our many traditional boats
along the beautiful waters of Sussex
Inlet. Of course we responded
cheerfully with suitable decorations
for the event, and proudly escorted
the flotilla as crowds of people
cheered from the river bank.
As luck would have it, Sussex

RWC operator Ben Hill all decked out for Australia Day. Photo: Jim Ross.

Inlet 20 had just returned to base
after refuelling when the radio room
received a call for a boat that could
not be started at the entry to St.
Georges Basin.
Our RWC gave it a jump start, but
the vessel failed again shortly after,
so Sussex Inlet 20 towed the vessel
across a very choppy Basin to the
Erowal Bay boat ramp.

Half way across the basin on a
slow tow, another call came in for
a boat that had mechanical failure
that was beached in the inlet, just
inside the bar. After leaving some
satisfied boaters at Erowal Bay,
Sussex Inlet 20 made a quick return
to the Inlet to seek out the other
broken down vessel among the
many recreational boats enjoying

the protected waters.
This vessel needed to be towed
to Island Point on the other side of
the still very choppy Basin, a task
finished without any dramas. Result
- more happy boaters and a very
satisfied and proud Marine Rescue
team at the end of a long and
interesting Australia Day.
Jim Ross

Budding New Kioloa Member does his first tow
Or get them and train them young

B

udding new member for Marine
Rescue, Rohan Nugent, had the
chance to start learning his rescue
skills while on an outing on Burrill
Lake with his grandfather during the
school holidays. Rohan has long
expressed his enthusiasm for joining
Marine Rescue when he is old
enough, and as he is now 12 years
old he has started his training to get
his NSW boat licence.
While out doing some ‘intense’
seamanship training under the
guidance of his grandfather (a
Marine Rescue Coxswain at Kioloa)
and trying very hard not to be having
too much fun, they came across a
small runabout with two teenage

boys on board who were having
trouble restarting their motor.
The boys accepted the offer of a
tow back to the boat ramp. Rohan
did a great job in helping to set up
the tow and even assisted on the
helm as they got under way back to
the ramp, demonstrating his newly
learnt crew skills. Back at the ramp,
Rohan helped to safely bring the
towed vessel alongside the jetty,
handing over the reins to the boy’s
waiting father.
What started out as a pleasant
learning exercise for Rohan on
handling a boat turned into an
eventful and rewarding outing on the
water, with Rohan returning home

Rohan Nugent honing his skills.

with stories bigger than the fish he
caught. We eagerly await the day
that Rohan can join us in Marine

Rescue Kioloa and hone his skills in
helping others.
Peter White
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Ulladulla 30 at work over the summer.

Unusual rescues punctuate quiet summer
in Ulladulla
Tricky lake rescue puts members in a spin

C

hristmas in Ulladulla was
relatively quiet on the water. A
bout of wet and windy weather kept
a lot of boaters holed up in their
caravans or holiday homes for some
of the traditionally busiest days of
the year. We did have a few bouts of
sunshine though, and this brought
them out from under their doonas
and kept our radio operators busy.
On 30 November our base
received a distress DSC call which
was a first from our base. While we
could hear the radio operators at
Jervis Bay dealing with a MAYDAY
call from a stricken catamaran,
our radio operators decided not to

“

town.
The team swung into action and
not long afterwards Ulladulla 30 was
speeding to the site where three
people had abandoned the vessel
and were in the water waiting for
rescue. An hour or so later and
they were safely on shore and very
grateful for the assistance given by
us and two Navy helicopters.
The crew of the catamaran had
been watching a sunfish as it swam
between the sponsons of their boat
when they heard a loud bump. Soon
after, their vessel was listing badly
towards the port where the rudder
and part of the surrounding hull had

Three people had abandoned
the vessel and were in the water
waiting for rescue
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“

interfere but checked the position
of the vessel through the latitude
and longitude displayed in the
DSC message and it soon became
apparent that the vessel was off
Green Island, quite close to our

been ripped away.
Other than that exciting incident,
we have had the usual calls for
assistance on the water with over
half being due to flat batteries.
A rare period of sunshine made

a welcome appearance for our
monthly harbour markets and we
had a pleasing turnout of tourists
and locals to make it one of the best
days that we have had in a long
while.
Our unit has recently been given
permission to use our Rigid Hulled
Inflatable Boat (RHIB) Ulladulla
10 for tender duties at sea. This
enables our larger vessels Ulladulla
20 and Ulladulla 30 to tow the RHIB
to beach locations and conduct
evacuation or supply duties.
The need for these duties was
highlighted during the 20192020 bushfires where essential
supplies were dropped off to
bushfire-isolated communities and
evacuations were conducted from a
beach at Bawley Point.
Our crews have also been busy
playing around with differing tow line
lengths and towing speeds and have
come up with a set of guidelines to
ensure swift and safe towing for the
vessel.
Late last year our unit received
several frantic calls from onlookers
who witnessed a small tinnie on

Burrill Lake that had flipped its
owner into the water and was
performing rapid circles around
him. One report stated that the
person was badly injured. Ulladulla
10 was tasked to the urgent rescue
but once we were on the water it
became apparent that the owner
had safely made it into another
vessel nearby but his unmanned
boat certainly was out of control and
spinning in circles.
According to the boat’s owner,
she was full of fuel and could
probably run ‘for hours’.
After a short while observing this
spectacle we formulated a plan to
run Ulladulla 10’s towline behind
our boat, edge as close as we could
to the perimeter of the ‘madness’
and see if we could snag the boat’s
propeller and stall the motor. Of
course this entailed making sure
that we didn’t get speared by the
boat on its next pass. After about
three attempts and a couple of close
calls we finally managed to mangle
our towrope in the prop and the
drama was over.
Dave Hall
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Training at the forefront for Batemans Bay
New training room prioritises training in 2022

T

raining is a major component
for Marine Rescue volunteers
to ensure an effective, efficient and
high performing team to take on
the challenges we face day to day
supporting the boating community.
In January, the new Minister for
Emergency Services and Resilience,
Steph Cooke, officially opened our
enhanced emergency response and
training capability at the Batemans
Bay Headquarters at Hanging Rock.
This facility has provided a new
full drive-through facility for our
trailered rescue vessel Batemans
Bay 21, that can remain connected
or parked in line with the base
vehicle, simplifying and reducing the
time it takes our volunteers to get
this vessel underway when attending
an urgent response. Additional
space adjacent to the vessel also
provides room for familiarisation
training, and to conduct out of
the weather demonstrations of
the safety equipment used by
our volunteers. The new garaging
facilities for our rescue vessel have
been purpose-designed to allow
the outboard engines to be run and
the vessel washed down after every
rescue or training day.
The other facilities include a
large modern training room fitted
out with IT and presentation
capabilities, with further investment
in additional training aids over
the next few months. This facility
will provide a great asset for both
our Radio Operators as well as all
crew members to maintain current
qualifications, and for our trainees.
It can be used for navigation training
as well as radio procedures and for
crew and radio workbook sessions.
These new facilities have created
a great space for the base to run
future local and regional events such
as Search and Rescue Exercises
(SAREX) and other joint events.
The training ramp-up at the base
has not just been focused on the
new facility. The recent introduction

Batemans Bay 21 trailered and ready for action in the garage. Photo: David Murn.

of mid-week boat training on
our rescue vessels has been
welcomed by our newest trainees,
providing additional opportunities
for more training during the quieter
weekdays and will provide a more
standardised training program for
all new boat members. This training
gives trainees and those more
senior members of crews the extra
time that is needed to successfully
complete their task books.
This will include time on
the helm, towing and general
seamanship, providing a great reallife environment that a classroom
just cannot provide. A key part
of all training is to understand
and manage the risks that are
associated with our operations and what could be better than to
undertake these activities on the
vessels themselves. This training
is also made possible through
the dedication of our more senior
members of the team who give
up their time to support this new
training program.
David Roulston

The new training room has ample space for training activities.
Photo: David Murn.
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This heart-warming photo was taken on 28 December, with Coxswain Blaise Madden aboard rescue vessel Tuross 12 talking to a family of four
on Tuross Lake aboard their five-metre open runabout which had run out of fuel. The crew of Blaise Madden, Geoff Starkey and Darren Nicholls
headed out at dusk at 8:30pm, and after a quick chat, the grateful family were towed to the Lakeside Caravan Park. Photo: Darren Nicholls.

Busy Australia Day for Tuross members
From BBQ to res-Q

R

egular training has
recommenced, usually thrice
weekly, and with the addition of
regional training, our Training Officer
is being kept very busy! In midNovember a regional First Aid course
was conducted at our Tuross base
with eleven members attending – six
from Marine Rescue Tuross, three

“

with three people on board, with the
MR Narooma, Tuross and Batemans
Bay units all lending a hand. Tuross
21 took over the last leg from
Narooma 30 to return the vessel
to Preddeys Wharf on the Moruya
River, with all safe and happy!
Blaise Madden Master, Darren
Nicolls Helm and Phill Dowle were

Volunteers put in a solid six hour
shift, with three unrelenting
hours of a non-stop queue of
happy breakfasteers!
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“

from MR Batemans Bay and two
from MR Narooma, with the training
in advanced resuscitation conducted
by Trainer/Assessor Blaise Madden,
assisted by Geoff Clarke.
There has been a steady stream
of callouts, including one on
Christmas Eve with the multi-unit
rescue of a six metre fibreglass
vessel that broke down off Bingie

the crew, with Richard Gill and Geoff
Starkers on radio.
Our annual Australia Day
Breakfast BBQ, held at the One Tree
Picnic Park in Tuross, was huge this
year. Volunteers put in a solid six
hour shift, with three unrelenting
hours of a non-stop queue of
happy breakfasteers! With iconic
Aussie music, perfect weather and

lashings of goodwill, this was a great
fundraiser all round.
As if handling this huge event
was not enough drama, our Unit
Commander Alan Blessington got
the message of a call-out at about
6.45am, just as we were setting
up the breakfast, with a lone fisher
thrown out of his small runabout
crossing the Moruya Bar.
The fisher had inflated his life
jacket and was picked up safely by
another vessel not long after the
incident. MR Tuross was tasked to
secure the abandoned vessel, which
was rapidly circling not far from the
bar. It was a tricky and technical
retrieval executed wonderfully by
Master Harley Moss, crew Darren
Nicolls, Geoff Starkey and John
Frost, and the vessel and owner
were happily re-united at Preddeys
Wharf on the Moruya River.
The video of the unmanned
vessel zipping around in circles
has had thousands of views on
the internet, and initiated a lot a
discussion amongst local boaters

as to the best method of retrieval
of an unmanned vessel. Our crew
said it was challenging getting safely
in close enough to throw out a line
to foul the propeller and stall the
runabout’s engine, but they relished
the challenge of the experience.
It is testimony to the dedication of
our volunteers that on their return to
Tuross, they picked up the tongs and
launched back into several hours of
serving breakfast.
Although the crew of Tuross
21, with their exciting retrieval on
the day are heroes indeed, a big
acknowledgement needs to go to
the crew of cookers who were left
depleted of several hands to cope
with the onslaught of hungry public.
Special thanks to Mary Moss and
Veronika Tuckey who were left with
screwdrivers in hand, assembling
our new barbeques, while new
recruits Jane Allen, Jason Darlington
and Allen Wilkins had to step up
to be lynchpins during the frantic
service.
Ilze Svarcs
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Fond farewell for much-loved
Bermagui member
Decade of dedicated service honoured

R

ecently, Marine Rescue
Bermagui members farewelled
long-standing member Steve
Angelo, who will be sorely missed
for his breadth of knowledge and
experience, technical background
and ability to solve problems and
make things work.
Steve was the unit’s Training
and Assessment Officer, a role he
took very seriously, being available
day or night to lend a hand,
explain something, or to provide
encouragement. His place will be
taken by member Liv Ford.
Steve started with the Royal
Volunteer Coastal Patrol in 2008
where he completed his Master 5
training, moving to Marine Rescue
when it was formed in 2009, and
quickly progressed through the
ranks. His commitment, wealth of
experience and thorough knowledge
of all facets of boating, Marine
Rescue procedures and training
requirements, quickly made him an
invaluable member of the team.
Steve has trained many new
recruits and seen them move up the
ranks from Radio Operator, Crew,
Leading Crew and on to Coxswain.
He also has been an important
assessor for nearby bases. Steve
was also instrumental in keeping
our computers and communications

“

Left to right – Unit Commander Caron Parfitt, Zone Duty Operations Manager Monaro Glenn Sullivan,
Steven Angelo, Deputy Unit Commander Stephen Knight.

as being the on-site coordinator
at the 2017 Search and Rescue
Exercise event and Master on many
off-shore assists.
In January, Steve was recognised
for his long and dedicated
contribution to Marine Rescue,

Steve was recognised for his
long and dedicated contribution
to Marine Rescue, receiving a
Commissioner’s Commendation
for his 13 years of service

“

operational in the days when units
were responsible for their own
equipment and systems.
During his time at Bermagui
Steve has been part of several
Search and Rescue missions as well

receiving a Commissioner’s
Commendation for his 13 years of
service developing the MR Bermagui
unit through the delivery of quality
training and mentoring.
MR Bermagui wish Steve and his

Two recruits of the future show their paddling skills on our open day.

wife Susan a fond farewell and our
thanks for his dedication to training
and assessing.
In early December, a highly
successful Unit Open Day was held
over two sites, the wharf and the
local club. At the wharf there was
a life raft for kids to sit in, and Jet

Ski to sit on, along with tours of the
radio base and our rescue vessel
Bermagui 30. The day raised much
needed funds as well as helping
raise awareness of the important
work our volunteers undertake.
Debbie Worgan
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Bega Valley Medallion winner Amanda Shane (centre). Also present (L to R) Maria Osta, Sonia Teston, David Shane and Shane Osta.

Period of accolades and awards for
Merimbula members
Volunteers recognised for their tireless contributions

I

t’s a period of accolades and
awards for Marine Rescue
Merimbula. A time of recognition for
the amazing work and effort poured
into the unit by our Merimbula
volunteers.
Australia Day was the perfect
time to recognise the exceptional
work of Bill Blakeman our current

“

involved in emergency management,
training or education.
Bill has worked tirelessly since
joining the Royal Volunteer Coastal
Patrol 2007 ahead of its formation
into Marine Rescue in 2009 as a
trainer, a Deputy Unit Commander,
Training Officer and for three twoyear terms as the Unit Commander.

The eight loyal members were
nominated by other members of
the unit for their great leadership,
mentoring and setting the finest
example to all

“

Deputy Unit Commander who was
awarded the prestigious Emergency
Services Medal. This medal
recognises distinguished service by
members of emergency services
across Australia, and people who are
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This recognition was richly deserved
and an affirmation of the dedication
he has displayed.
Also on Australia Day, our member
Amanda Shane was presented with
the Bega Valley Medallion Award

by Mayor Russell Fitzpatrick. The
Bega Valley Medallion Award is
presented to outstanding volunteers
in the Bega Valley Shire. The award
recognises people who are prepared
to give up their own time for the
benefit of others and the community
as a whole.
Amanda Shane not only dedicates
time at MR Merimbula in the roles
of Public Relations Officer, Radio
Operator and crew member, but
also dedicates time to the local
Rural Fire Service as well as being
an online business owner, and
most importantly, wife to David and
mother to toddler Olivia.
Recently, eight members were
presented with Unit Life Member
awards to recognise their consistent
and sustained contribution at
the highest level. The eight loyal
members were nominated by
other members of the unit for their
great leadership, mentoring and
setting the finest example to all,

having racked up an astonishing
105 years of volunteering with
Marine Rescue. The members, Bill
Blakeman, Allan Grange, Walter
Kleiner, Ian Martin, Trish Moxon,
Peter Roberts, Gary Telford and Ted
Young were presented with their
Unit Life Member pins at the annual
Christmas dinner.
The MR Merimbula team
comprises of 80 members who
continue to provide radio coverage,
fundraising and boat rescue service
despite the COVID-19 challenges.
We were pleasantly surprised to find
our predictions that the summer
period would be a busy one to be
unfounded with only a handful of
rescues undertaken. It is reassuring
to know that the boating community
and our members remained safe
and able to enjoy the summer period
without incident. With crew training
restarted for 2022 our members will
be ready if called upon.
Sonia Teston
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Busy time at Narooma, but not as expected
Unit focus shifts to training, fundraising

H

aving geared up for a busy
summer season on the water,
the focus for Marine Rescue
Narooma shifted instead to training
and fundraising, as poor weather
and huge swells made the infamous
Narooma Bar too dangerous to
negotiate, keeping many boaters off
the water.
Out on the water, two crew
members underwent their Leading
Crew qualification, with two other
members successfully completing
their Crew training.
In the radio room, three new
members have been undergoing
training as Radio Operators
and will be a welcome addition
when assessed. The process of
assessment is now easier, with
Administration Officer and TSO,
Watch Officer Gilly Kearney now
able to assess members for their
Radio Operator rating, taking some
of the pressure off Regional Training
Manager Stuart Massey.
Our second vessel Narooma 20
continues to be a valuable vessel
for training crew and allows us
to conduct assists and rescues
west of the Narooma Bridge,
which previously had to be raised
for Narooma 30 to go upstream.
Recently we took delivery of an air
berth for Narooma 20, enabling

“

Greg and Jan Rapley, fundraisers extraordinaire. Photo: Kerry McDonnell.

improved facilities for our crew,
and permit them on-site training.
Currently our vessels are located a
fair distance from our base with no
crew rooms and a 500 metre walk
to the nearest toilet! It is hoped that
construction will commence around
the middle of this year with our
smaller vessel, Narooma 20, housed
within the facility which will also
include a training room, workshop,
small kitchen and toilets.
Like most Marine Rescue
units, MR Narooma undertakes
fundraising, and recently we

service with MR Narooma and
were presented with their Ten Year
Service medals. Congratulations

to Jan and Greg for your invaluable
service.
John Lundy

Planning for our new on-water
facility is progressing well. When
completed, this will give us vastly
improved facilities for our crew

“

both vessels to be lifted out of the
water on their own berths. This is
especially important in Narooma
as the strong tidal movement
contributes to rapid marine growth
on our vessels.
Planning for our new on-water
facility is progressing well. When
completed, this will give us vastly

commenced weekend BBQs at the
Bunnings in Batemans Bay. We will
also be conducting a golf day at
the beautiful Narooma Golf Course,
one of the best golf courses on the
coast.
Two of our stalwart auxiliary
members, Greg and Jan Rapley,
recently completed 10 years’

MARINE RESCUE TV
Volunteers saving lives on the water
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X marks the spot for Eden unit
Training well under way on unit’s first vessel

Night running on Eden’s first ever vessel, X30. Photo: Fay Cousins.

s the end of 2021 drew to
close, Marine Rescue Eden was
gearing up for the Sydney to Hobart
Yacht Race. This saw the unit’s base
being crewed night and day over
three days, with members of the
Cruising Yacht Club of Australia also
present at the base to monitor the
yachts as they passed by on their
way to the open waters of Bass
Strait on their journey to Hobart.
Being the last safe harbour before
entering the strait means that MR

Eden and the Port of Eden play a
pivotal role in ensuring the safety of
the competing vessels as they head
southwards to Hobart, and on their
return north after the race.
In one incident, one of the yachts
hit a sunfish as it was heading
into NSW waters, causing loss of
manoeuvrability. Managing to juryrig a repair, the yacht succeeded
in limping into Eden Harbour after
a long, slow journey, with Marine
Rescue Eden base doing constant

Jenny Drenkhahn and Stuart Whiter with their awards. Also present,
Zone Commander South Mike Hammond and Eden Unit Commander
Stuart Manson. Photo: Fay Cousins.
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situation reports with the yacht until
it safely made port.
This incident shows the
importance of our Radio Operators.
They are the backbone of all units,
and without them coordinating an
incident and relaying details to

“

Being the last safe harbour
before entering the strait means
that MR Eden play a pivotal role
in ensuring the safety of the
competing vessels
various sectors, there would be
no rescues. A big thanks to all the
Marine Rescue Radio Operators, you
do a fantastic job!
The other exciting news for MR
Eden is the long awaited arrival of
our first rescue vessel, named X30.
Rescue vessel training for Eden
members started in earnest last
December with courses including
Sea Survival, Firefighting, First
Aid, and Advanced Oxygen and

“

A

Resuscitation.
Once training on our vessels
commenced, priority was given to
members who currently had ratings
to requalify, and we now have three
more qualified Crew members to
add to our team of Coxswains,
Leading Crew and Crew.
During the training we were
out in all sorts of weather and sea
conditions, day and night - getting
cold and wet at times, and in some
quite messy seas – exactly what we
needed to build our experience.
We are all looking forward to
more training and refining our
teamwork as we get used to working
with each other in a different
capacity on board our new rescue
vessel.
Thank you to our trainers,
Regional Training Manager Stuart
Massey, Coxswain Brett Euwel from
Sussex Inlet, and Monaro Zone Duty
Operations Manager Glenn Sullivan
for your hard work and the wealth
of information shared with us. All
three of them were brilliant, and
ever so patient, with the knowledge
gained from these intensive training
sessions immense!

In late February, two long
serving volunteers were thanked
for their dedicated service with
the presentation of Unit Life
Memberships. Members Jenny
Drenkhahn and Stuart Whiter
received their awards from Zone
Commander South Mike Hammond
and Eden Unit Commander Stuart
Manson. Thank you to both
members for your contribution.
Fay Cousins

Monaro Region News MAKING WAVES

Alpine Lakes farewell unit founder
Grand man of the mountains steps down

Unit Commander Les Threlfo is farewelled by unit members and guests Zone Commander Mike Hammond and Zone Duty Operations Manager
Glenn Sullivan.

T

he ‘grand man of the
mountains’, Les Threlfo, has
stepped down from the role of Unit
Commander after over a decade
of dedicated service to the Marine
Rescue Alpine Lakes unit.
In early February, in the presence
of many of the unit’s members, Les
was presented a Life Membership
and framed presentation piece
by Zone Commander South
Mike Hammond and Zone Duty
Operations Manager Glenn Sullivan.

“

the NSW Police Force Marine Area
Command rang him at home in
Jindabyne to enquire whether he’d
be interested in establishing a unit
in the Alpine area. From this small
beginning the unit has grown to two
vessels and 16 active members
dedicated to keeping the boating
community safe on Lake Jindabyne
and Lake Eucumbene.
Taking on the role of Unit
Commander is former deputy,
Cain Hopwood. The new Deputy

Les was instrumental in the
founding of the unit in 2009

“

Les was instrumental in the
founding of the unit back in August
2009, when Inspector Tony Hill from

Unit Commander is David Farmer,
with Karina Hermeston as Training
Officer.

Dye is used in the search for a missing boater on Lake Eucumbene.
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IN MEMORIAM Tributes to valued members

Carmel Jones, Point Danger

C

armel was a long serving
member of Marine Rescue NSW
over a period of almost thirty years,
drawing upon her experiences
from Air Sea Rescue – Point
Danger, Volunteer Marine Rescue
Association Queensland and the
Australian Volunteer Coast Guard
Association.
Starting as an Air Sea Rescue
– Point Danger trainee Radio
Operator in 1992, over time Carmel
progressed, acquiring all the
necessary credentials to become an

Incident Controller.
She spent time in 2006 learning
to become a crew member, but
was most happy in the radio room.
When Point Danger was transferred
to Marine Rescue NSW in 2010,
Carmel took on the role of Radio
Operator, a job she was most
capable and comfortable performing.
She loved the early morning shifts
so she could see the sunrise and
give the weather and bar reports to
the local radio stations.
Throughout the years, Carmel

remained heavily involved in
the unit’s fund raising and
administration and was also a radio
shift scheduler. Carmel was made
a Life Member of Volunteer Marine
Rescue Association Queensland and
later Life Member of Marine Rescue
NSW. She received the 10 year
Marine Rescue NSW Service Medal,
National Medal, and clasps for both,
representing more than 25 years of
dedicated volunteering to our local
community.
Our unit has lost one of its

Carmel Jones.

cherished heroes. Rest well and be
at peace dear friend, you will be
missed.

Value for you. Support for us.
Visit the Marine Rescue NSW e-shop to show your
support for our volunteers’ work to save lives on
the water.
MRNSW provides a vital safety net for our
boating community but we need your help. When
you shop with us, you’ll not only get great value
but you’ll know you’re also helping maintain our
world-class emergency service.
You’ll find a range of MRNSW merchandise coffee mugs, water bottles, floating key rings,
USB sticks and supporter caps and slouch hats
- so you can join our life-saving mission.
You can shop for safety equipment and some
useful boating and fishing gear, too. Discounts
apply for MRNSW volunteers
and Radio Club members.
Show your support today!

Shop at the MRNSW e-shop

shopmrnsw.com.au
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Safer boating at your fingertips

MARINE RESCUE NSW

Download the FREE
MarineRescue App!

Volunteers saving lives on the water

FISH

SMARTER
ELEMENT HV
CHIRP SONAR / GPS DISPLAYS
Element™ HV CHIRP Sonar / GPS series from
Raymarine gives you the upper hand when
hunting for fish and their habitat. Delivering the
sharpest view of the underwater world, Element’s
HyperVision™ 1.2 megahertz sonar technology,
turns up the resolution of DownVision, SideVision,
and RealVision 3D to a new level of precision
imaging and fish identification, letting you see
structures, vegetation, and fish with amazing lifelike clarity.

#FindYourSea

